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Preface 
 

The 8
th

 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Soft Computing and Applications (AIAA 

2018) was held in Melbourne, Australia during November 24~25, 2018. The 5
th 

International 

Conference on Wireless and Mobile Network (WiMNeT 2018) and The 8
th 

International Conference 

on Digital Image Processing and Pattern Recognition (DPPR 2018)  was collocated with The 8
th

 

International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Soft Computing and Applications (AIAA 2018). 

The conferences attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of 

intellect from the East and from the West.  

 

The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and 

industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to establish new 

collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by submitting articles 

that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences describing significant 

advances in all areas of computer science and information technology. 

 

The AIAA-2018, WiMNeT-2018, DPPR-2018 Committees rigorously invited submissions for many 

months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant themes 

and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled number of 

internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the submissions underwent a strenuous peer 

review process which comprised expert reviewers. These reviewers were selected from a talented pool 

of Technical Committee members and external reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers 

were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire 

process, which includes the submission, review and acceptance processes, was done electronically. All 

these efforts undertaken by the Organizing and Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a 

high quality technical conference program, which featured high-impact presentations for all attendees 

to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in the latest developments in computer network and 

communications research. 

In closing, AIAA-2018, WiMNeT-2018, DPPR-2018  brought together researchers, scientists, 

engineers, students and practitioners to exchange and share their experiences, new ideas and research 

results in all aspects of the main workshop themes and tracks, and to discuss the practical challenges 

encountered and the solutions adopted. The book is organized as a collection of papers from the 

AIAA-2018, WiMNeT-2018, DPPR-2018. 

We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the 

Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We 

sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every 

success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional 

dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond the 

event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many years to 

come.           

                                                                                                                                                                      

Natarajan Meghanathan  

Jan Zizka 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Virtual Enterprise, a class that simulates real-world business world, is designed for high school 

students to improve their experience in buying and selling. In Virtual Enterprise, various virtual 

products are created by classes. Each class is trying to sell products to students from different 

class in exhibitions. However, in trading, thousands of different types of handwritings made the 

salesperson in exhibitions are too difficult to be organized by administrator. To solve this 

problem, this paper develops an application, called Easy Exhibition, using Artificial 

Intelligence technology, which uses voice recognition technology to automatically complete the 

sales order by voice instead of by handwriting. The experiments show that AI-assisted solution 

improves both accuracy and efficiency in transaction processing.  

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Virtual Enterprise, Artificial Intelligence, Voice Recognition 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
There is a class for high school students to attend called Virtual Enterprise [7] [13], which is a 

class for students to have a basic feeling on the business world especially the exhibition and buy 

and sell experiences. In this class, the whole class together creates a business company, and each 

person have an assigned role such as CEO, COO, CFO, and department heads. The company 

togethers creates the virtual product to sell and try to sell them to other students from different 

class of virtual enterprise from different school in exhibitions, which is also called trade shows 

[6]. However, the high school students do not have sufficient experiences to perform efficiently in 

those exhibitions, and therefore students suffer so much when sales are signing orders with 

customers on paper, that thousands of different types of handwritings made the salesperson have a 

really hard time to sort things out and send confirmation emails or sales receipts. Especially as a 

vice president of sales, that manages all the sales processes. Basically, my daily work in that class 

is recognize the contact information that customer wrote down on the sales receipt and try to send 

the email based on their terrible and rushing handwriting. Reading one is fine, but 100 every day 

is a pain in the neck. 

 

A real company could also face this kind of problem on their real-world exhibition. When their 

customer makes purchases, it is almost impossible for sales person to record all kind of product 
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with every detail. And once the booth gets popular, the sales person will easily forget about which 

customer they are helping and what did they order one minutes ago. 

 

Manually writing and typing the sales order is tedious, error-prone and time-consuming. With all 

kind of different handwritings that were wrote by people with big diversity in a rushing period, it 

turns out the writing are not recognizable at all. People’s handwriting in a rushing period on an 

unstable platform makes the writing very messy, to the fact that nobody else can read what’s 

written on the paper. It is so hard afterwards for salesperson to recognize the letter wrote on the 

paper, and the handwriting creates such a similar between letter that looks alike. Also, writing 

sales order by hand on paper takes so much time for both customers and salesperson. The 

customer need to fill in all kind of information such as name, phone number, email, and school by 

hand, and salesperson need to write down all product that customer purchased and calculate the 

price manually by a calculator on their phone. The salesperson cannot reach the customer, and the 

order they make are not valid anymore. 

 

Now in the world that the Artificial Intelligence are growing rapidly, we can easily use the AI and 

voice recognition [8] [9] [10] technology to automatically complete the sales order by voice 

instead of the old inefficient way of complete them by hand. This way, it will make the 

salesperson complete the order faster and have a valid contact information to customers, and 

buyers can waste less time finishing the paperwork with salesperson once the purchase agreement 

has met. 

 

2. MOTIVATION 
 
Here’s two examples (Figure 1 and Figure 2) of handwriting on the sales receipt that is hardly to 

recognize for salesperson. The letter is all scramble together, and some letter are uncertain 

whether it is a r or n, a 4 or 9, and whether there is a dot or not on the email section. Those 

elements are combined to create a contact information that is not readable. With this kind of 

contact information on the paper, the salesperson suffers so much after the exhibition when they 

are trying to contact consumers with order details. Manually writing and typing the sales order is 

tedious, error-prone and time-consuming. That creates a huge disadvantage for virtual enterprise 

company to manually fill out the sales receipt. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: transaction written in handwriting 
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Figure 2: transaction written in handwriting 

 

Different person in from different origin have different accent when they speak, and in this 

divergent nation all kind of accent exists. This creates a difficulty for voice recognition system to 

perform accurately on what the consumer says. Also, in the place where most of the voice 

recognition take place, there are a lot of different kind of unnecessary noise and might experience 

interference with the salesperson next to you. And, different category of information requires 

different way of voice input. For example, the company and school are one to five different word 

that customer and easily say the word, whereas the email is a series of random letter or number 

that requires to spell out every letter in order. The switch between saying the word and spell the 

letter and number make the voice recognition part hard to complete. 

 

The user of the application is different companies, therefore there are different kind of products 

with different prices. Also, companies might locate in different states where the sales tax 

percentage is different. To set up a formula for calculating the price is confusing. And before this 

app, all the calculation is manually done by hand and a calculator on the phone, which is time 

consuming and error-prone. 

 

The user needs to have the application that is going to help the business the best in term of time 

and effort. Some information on the sales order for company is just a simple number, that using 

voice recognition technique takes more time than handwrite a line on the paper to represent one. 

 

3. SOLUTION 

 

3.1. Overview of the Solution 
 
The overview of the system is presented in Figure 3. The application created called Easy 

Exhibition, which uses voice recognition technology to substitute the customer information fill by 

hand. Also, the Easy Exhibition application can help the salesperson by automatically calculates 

the price and sends confirmation email to customers once the order being confirmed. The sales 

person only need to enter the quantity of product being sold and the application will help the 

salesperson do the rest of the work. 
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Figure 3: Architecture of Easy Exhibition 

 

 

Figure 3: Screen shot of Easy Exhibition application 

 

3.2. Voice Recognition 
 

In the world of business, all information need to be completed and accurate. The voice 

recognition process in the app requires a high accuracy for the whole application function. In the 

app easy exhibition, we decided to use the voice recognition program established by Google. 

Based on my research, Google’s voice recognition is one of the most popular and accurate voice 

input system. 

 

3.3. Calculation System 
 
On a trade show, not all the information is capable of using voice recognition system to operate. 

For example, the quantity of the product ordered is less efficiency to use voice recognition 

technology than a simple +/- button on the screen. Also, on the backend of the program, we use 

python calculation system [10] [12] to setup the equation to calculate the different kind of total 

price and taxation prices. 
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3.4. Interface 
 

Not all the users for the business app are technical users, so the app (Figure 4) are created based 

on a friendly user interface. For the information that take a significant amount of time to write 

and hard to recognize on writing, the voice input system turns in to play. But for those section 

that only requires a number, an + or - button was used instead of voice recognition system to 

minimize and time taking to complete an order. This way, the final version of the sale receipt is 

clean and straightforward. 

 

4. EVALUATION 
 
To evaluate the performance of our system, we designed several experiments to test the 

performance of the system. Experiments are used to test accuracy, efficiency, and user 

experience.  

 

A. The Accuracy of the Voice Input 

To test the accuracy of the system, we tried to input 200 email address/names/school with 5 users. 

As shown in Figure 1, the average accuracy is 97.4%. Particularly, the accuracy of email 

recognition using voice is 97.3%, which is better than typing the email addresses manually.  

 

Figure 4. The Accuracy of the Voice Input Recognition Accuracy  

B. The Improvement of the Efficiency  

In this experiment, we divide the 6 users into 2 groups – one group use the app for data input, 

while the other manually type the same amount of information to an excel file. It shows that the 

average of time the App group is 32% faster, as shown in Figure 5.  
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C. The User Experience Feedback 

We also created a questionnaire about the app and the user experience. 10 users participated 

provided the following feedback. As shown in Table 1, the overall experience from the users are 

very satisfying.  

Question  

Average Rating (1 is the 

lowest and 5 is the 

highest) 

Does the app help you to input the information in a faster way? 4.5 

Is the email voice input better than typing? 4.8 

How accurate the information collected using the app is? 4.4 

Is the app user-friendly? 4.8 

Would you like to use the app to collect the customer information? 5 

 

Table 1. The User Questionnaire Feedback 

 

5. RELATED WORK 
 

Similar work also applied machine learning to voice recognition. Muda, Begam [1], introduced 

one technique for voice recognition, which uses Mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) and 

dynamic time warping (DTW) technique to improve voice recognition efficiency. Lancker [2] 

investigated recognition of familiar voices and presented 45 famous voice stimuli to 94 subjects, 

forward and backward. Their results showed that each familiar voice is best viewed as a relatively 

unique pattern. Human voice is done by adjusting different voices parameters. Until now, voice 

recognition is applied in various domains [3] [4] [5], which brings us great convenience in daily 

life. 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
In this project, we proposed an intelligent approach to address the problem of keeping record of 

transactions in Virtual Enterprise. This is realized by using voice recognition technology to 

automatically complete the sales order supported by machine learning. A mobile app has been 

developed to allow users to input orders through voice instead of handwriting.  
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To evaluate the performance of the application, we did several experiments for testing in 

accuracy, efficiency, and users’ feedback. Experiments show that our accuracy can reach to high 

level in regular mode.  

 

As for the future work, we will investigate other machine learning algorithms to keep improving 

the accuracy. We also would like to explore the possibility of applying deep learning in this 

problem domain. 

 

In addition, one limitation related with the app is that its performance is dependent on google 

voice. We will look for better voice recognition backend to support our system. One feature we 

plan to add in the next version of the app is to upgrade interface and performance. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Traditional methods to signal acquisition need to collect large amounts of redundant data, and 

then compress the data to extract useful information, which is inefficient and requires large 

amount of storage resources. Compressed sensing (CS) can avoid sampling the redundant data; 

it obtains the discrete signals at the sampling rate that is lower than the Nyquist sampling rate, 

and reconstructs the original signal with high probability. Based on CS, Block Stagewise 

Regularized Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (StROMP) is proposed in this paper to reconstruct 

images. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively reduce the required 

storage storages and computational complexity, which improves the quality of reconstructed 

images in the premise of ensuring a shorter reconstruction time. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Compressive Sensing; Matching Pursuit; Image Reconstruction 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The traditional method to signal acquisition is based on the theorem of Nyquist sampling. We 

usually proceed by all the original data and then compress it to get the actionable message. 

However, most of the data that we acquire can be thrown away with almost no perceptual loss. 

The classical way wastes a great deal of sampling resources, and requires more resources for data 

storage and processing. Then compressive sensing emerges as a new sampling theory. Sampling 

and compression get on simultaneously in CS. In other words, it no longer deals with analog to 

digital conversion, but analog to information conversion (AIC), which dramatically reduces the 

sampling rate as well as the cost of data storage and transmission [1]. Efficient reconstruction 

method is the key in CS. There are three main types [2] as show in the following. 

 

Convex relaxation. These methods only need a small number of observations, but with high 

computational burdensome and long time to carry out. 
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Combinatorial algorithms. These methods can support for rapid reconstruction. Nevertheless, the 

quality of reconstructed image is poor than that of convex relaxation. 

 

Greedy pursuits. These algorithms are intermediate in their running time and reconstruction 

quality [3], which have simple structure and low computation. Examples include Matching 

Pursuit(MP)[4],Orthogonal Matching Pursuit(OMP)[5], regularized Orthogonal Matching 

Pursuit(ROMP)[6], Stagewise Orthogonal Matching Pursuit(StOMP)[7]. Wu J & Liu F[8] 

proposed the Multivariate Pursuit Algorithm(MPA), which is based on the multi-scale model to 

reconstruct the image in the wavelet domain. But it’s dependent on the scale model too much. 

Budhiraja S [9] improves the OMP algorithm for better performance, but running time is still 

longer than the StOMP algorithm. 

 

We should realize that the reconstruction time and the quality of reconstructed image are 

mutually restricted in CS. In addition, when CS is applied to 2D images, the measurement matrix 

can be fairly large, which makes several challenges including a computationally expensive 

reconstruction process and huge memory required to store the sampling operator. To solve this 

problem, Gan L proposed Block Compressed Sensing (BCS)[10]. It only needs to store the 

random matrix of blocked image that has compact size. And the encoder can transmit each block 

after its linear projection instead of waiting until the entire image is measured. However, the 

quality of the reconstructed image declines because BCS does not consider the global sparsity, 

and neglect the difference of the information distribution between blocks. Therefore, it is still a 

key problem to find the effective and reasonable method to segment and reconstruct images. 

 

Therefore, this work focuses on how to design efficient image reconstruction method. The aim to 

attain better balance in the reconstruction time and the reconstruction quality, then we proposed 

the improved block stage wise regularized orthogonal matching pursuit (BStROMP) method. 

Simulation shows that the proposed algorithm can support for rapid reconstruction and ensure the 

quality of the images. 

 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the mathematical model of 

image reconstruction based on compressed sensing. Section III presents the proposed BStROMP 

algorithm. Section IV reports analysis of the simulation results followed by conclusions in 

Section V. 

 

2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION BASED 

ON CS 
 
The framework of CS theory includes three aspects, the sparsity of the signal, the design of the 

measurement matrix and the robustness reconstruction method [1]. The idea of sparse expression 

is that when using the appropriate orthogonal basis as signal representation, the vast number of 

natural signals and images can be sparse or compressible[11]. The role of the measurement matrix 

is to reduce the dimensions thus CS can reduce the number of samples, and the reconstruction 

matrix needs to be irrelevant to the sparse representation matrix. The reconstruction method 

means that we can recover the original signal by solving the optimization problem [12]. In Figure 

1, sampling and compressing are at the same time. Sampling M discrete data to avoid redundant 

samples directly, it reduces the cost of storage and transmission. What’s more, the complexity of 

information acquisition shifts from the sampler to the receiver [13]. 
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Figure 1.  Flow chart of signal reconstruction based on compressive sensing 

( ) ( ) ( )1 , 2 ,[ ] Nx x x x N R= … ∈ . Sampling x at the rate much lower than Nyquist rate, the 

measurement matrix is denoted by ( )M N M N× <<Φ ， . Then we can get the 1M ×  measurement 

vector
M

y R∈ from equation (1) and (2). 

y x= Φ                                                                  (1) 

x α= ψ                                                                  (2) 

In equation (2), 
N N

Rψ ×∈ , sparse vector 
N

Rα ∈ is called the K-sparse expression of x[14] , 

which means that it contains only K nonzero element [11] . From equation (1) (2), we have 

y α α= Φψ = Θ                                                          (3) 

Among equation (3), Θ = Φψ , it is called holographic dictionary or library[11]. When Θ satisfies 

the condition of RIP, we can obtain the estimation α% of the sparse signal α by equation (3). Then 

we can reconstruct the original signal x ψα= %% . CS theory uses optimization strategies that focus 

on finding the sparsest signal that matches with the M projections in y to reconstruct the signal. It 

is specific outstanding advantages. In other words, the reconstruction problem can be recast as a 

minimization 0l  problem. 

0min . .s t yα α ψα= ΦP P                                           (4) 

Unfortunately, the 0l  optimization problem is NP-hard. Much work has been done to show that 

under some specific circumstances, a convex optimization problem can be used to recover such 

signals. These results show that the sparse recovery problem is equivalent to the 1l  convex 

program [11]. 

1min . .s t yα α ψα= ΦP P                                           (5) 

In fact, real signal would always accompany with noise. The equation (5) can convert to the 

optimization problem in equation (6) [11]. 

1 1min . .s t yα α ψα ε− Φ ≤P P P P                                           (6) 
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For a positive constant C, if ( ) ( )2 , /M C Klog Nµ ψ δ≥ Φ  holds, the solution α  of the 1l  

norm minimization problem can be accurately calculated by the probability of 1-δ. Thereby the 

high-dimensional discrete vector x can be reconstructed from the low-dimensional sampling 

vector y with a probability of 1-δ[11]. 

 

3. THE BSTROMP ALGORITHM 
 
Based on block CS, different reconstruction methods require different running time, and they 

would lead to different reconstruction quality. Basic pursuit (BP) [15] is a l1 convex program, 

with high reconstruction accuracy and good reconstructed image quality. However, its running 

time is the longest among all the method that we mentioned. Compared with BP, the running time 

of the OMP [5] is reduced, and the quality of reconstructed image is relatively good, but the 

running time is still long. StOMP [7] reduces its running time dramatically, but the reconstructed 

image quality is worst. Budhiraja proposed modified orthogonal matching pursuit (MOMP) [16], 

the quality of reconstructed image improves a lot, but MOMP also need long time to run. Gao X 

presents Block Sparse Adaptive Regularized Matching Pursuit (BSARMP)[17]. To a certain 

extent, the running time is short than other methods, but the time is still too long. What’s more, it 

does not have the same performance as BP. 

 

In order to solve the problem above, we improve the StOMP algorithm, and then propose the 

BStROMP. 

 

3.1. Block Compressed Sensing of Natural Images 

Suppose x is a r cN N×  image, We can transfer the 2-D image to 1-D signal, and then sample the 

1-D signal to take M CS measurements with lower sample rate, and the original image can be 

recovered by reconstruction algorithm. However, when the length of signal is too large, the 

measurement matrix and the storage needed would be too large [10]. Therefore, we segment the 

image into several blocks as shown in figure 2. 

Input 

image
Segment

Sparse 

representation 
Measurement Reconstruction

 

Figure 2.  Process of block compressed sensing 

The input image with N=NrNc pixels in total will be divided into n small blocks with size of 

B B× . Let 
2, 1, 2,... ( / )

i n
x i x n N B= =  represent the vectorized signal of the i-th block through 

raster scanning. We use the same matrix 
BΦ  to sample each block[10]. The corresponding output 

of CS vector can be expressed as 

, 1, 2,...,i B iy x i n= Φ =                                                   (7) 

Where BΦ  is represented as Gaussian matrix with size of nB×B2 generally, in which, 

2

B

MB
n

N

 
=  
 

 , and B  can be 8, 16 ,32 and so on. For the whole image, the equivalent sampling 

operator Φ  is thus a block diagonal matrix taking the following form [10] 
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0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

B

B

B

B

Φ

Φ
Φ =

Φ

Φ

                                                  (8) 

In equation (8), we can figure out that we never need to storage a full n N×  matrix. Instead, 

Block CS is memory efficient for we just need to store a 
2

B
n B×  Gaussian ensemble. In this way, 

we can reduce the computational complexity. However, if we use the same operator to sample 

each block, the loss of difference between blocks would cause the quality decline of the 

reconstructed image. What’s more, it may cause block artifacts, ringing effect or distortion in 

edge detail. Therefore, according to the characteristics of the image, we divide all the image 

blocks into three types: Smooth, Edge and Texture. According to their different features, we set 

different weight for the number of measurement times. The image blocks are classified by 

calculating the variance 

2

j j

1 1

1 1
(p p) , p p

B B B B

j j

v
B B B B

× ×

= =

= − =
× ×
∑ ∑                                         (9) 

min

max min

v v
v

v v

−
′ =

−
                                                         (10) 

Where v  is the variance, and jp  is the j-th pixel value of the block. maxv  and minv  are the 

maximum and the minimum of the variance in all the image blocks respectively. By equation (10), 

we can classify X. 

2

1 2

,

,

,

i

Smooth if v T

x Texture if v T

Edge if T v T

′ ≤


′= >
 ′< ≤

                                                   (11) 

When v'≤0.1 , xi is regarded as smooth , and when v'≥0.3 is classified as Texture , and the rest 

is Edge. 

Assume that we have n image blocks in total, we set the sampling rate of smooth, edge, texture to 

1 2 3, ,r r r  respectively. And the number of blocks of each part is
 1 2 3, n ,nn

 
respectively. 

Suppose r is the fixed sampling rate for the whole image, we have 

2 2 2 2

1 1 2 2 3 3n B r n B r n B r n B r× × = × × + × × + × ×                             (12) 

In equation (12), we set
 1 2 3, 3 , 5r R r R r R= = = . Then we have 

1 2 33 5

N r
R

N N N

×
=

+ +
                                                         (13) 
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We can calculate r1, r2 and r3 by R. We control the sampling rate of different part through 

different weight. Higher sampling rates for images containing rich information prevent the loss of 

details and texture information after refactoring. The lower sampling rate for less information can 

also lead to good performance. 

3.2. ACGP algorithm 

In StOMP, we calculate the correlation coefficient first and then use a hard threshold to judge the 

new column to update the support set. In this way, we can speed up the iteration but the support 

set updated is not optimal in each iteration, which makes the reconstruction accuracy greatly 

reduced [3]. In order to solve the problem, we use regularization method to verify the threshold. 

To reduce the complexity of the StOMP algorithm, we adopt an approximate conjugate gradient 

algorithm to estimate the approximate solution the signal.  

Set the equation 

, n
Ax b x R= ∈                                                          (14) 

Where 
m n

A R
×∈ is a symmetrical positive determined matrix. We use conjugate gradient 

algorithm[18] to solve equation (14), it is equivalent to find the minimum of y in equation (15), 

i.e. to solve a quadratic optimization problem. 

1
,

2

T T n
y x Ax b x x R= − ∈                                                   (15) 

Assume that ,
n

p q R∈ , both p and q are not zero. If equation (16) holds, then the vectors p and q 

are A orthogonal or conjugate. 

0T
p Aq =                                                              (16) 

if d1,d2,…,dn∈Rn, for ∀i≠j and equation (17) holds, then { }2, ,...,i n
D d d d=  is the conjugate 

vector group of A. 

( ) 0i T j
d Ad =                                                            (17) 

If the orthogonal matrix A is a unit matrix, then p and q are orthogonal obviously, and we can see 

that the conjugate is the expansion of orthogonal [11]. 

For 
0 n

x R∀ ∈ , after n iterations at most, we can get the solution of equation (14) by equation (18). 

1ˆ ˆn n n n
x x dα−= +                                                            (18) 

Where d is an update direction or conjugate. We adopt the approximate Conjugate Gradient 

Pursuit (ACGP) method for lower computational complexity and less storage space. We don’t 

need all previously chosen directions but the current to calculate the new direction. The progress 

is as follows. 

Without loss of generality, we set b0=1, and the gram matrix G=Φ
T
Φ, and g

n
 is the product of the 

measurement matrix and residual in n-th iteration. Let G conjugate to all the previously chosen 

directions, then we have 
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( 1) ( 1)

1, 0n n n
Gd g b d

− −< + >=                                                       (19) 

We can calculate b1 from equation (19). 

1

1 2
1

, gn n

n

d
b

d

φ −

−

< Φ >
=

Φ
                                                      (20) 

The new update direction is 

1

1

n n
d g d b

−= +                                                       (21) 

With step sizes 

,

,

n n
n

n n

r d

d Ad
α

< >
=

< >
                                                      (22) 

In summary, we can obtain the residual after this iteration 

1n n n n n
r b Ax r Adα−= − = −                                            (23) 

3.3. The framework of BStROMP 

Based on the mathematical model in part 2 and the improved algorithm in 3.1 and 3.2, the 

framework of this paper is shown in figure.3. 

parameter initialization 

calculate the correlation 

coefficient 

Choose a set J according 

to the given threshold

Backtracing to screen the 

final test

Update the index set

Estimation based on 

ACGP

Update residual

start

Does the residual satisfy the 

iteration stopping condition? 

Maximun iteration number?

end

N

N

 

Figure 3.  Process of BStROMP 

Given the M N× measurement matrix A=Φψ, and the observation vector y with size of M×1. 

Through the proposed method in this paper, we can reconstruct the original signal to get the best 

estimation x%. We will discuss the detail as follows. 
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(1) Initialization. Let r0=y, Λ0=∅, t=1, where Λt is the index in t-th iteration. A0 is the column 

vector collection of the matrix A selected by the index. 

(2) Calculate. Calculate the correlation coefficient (the absolute value of product) 

1C
T

t tA r −
 =   . 

(3) Identify. Initial selection
2

{ :| c (j) / |}
t t h s t

J j T t r M= > = , where Th is the hard threshold 

coefficient. 

(4) Secondary choosing. If ‖Jt‖0≠0, then we use regularized principle |c(i)|≤2|c(j)|,i,j∈Jt to 

choose a set 
0 2

|Ju  with maximum energy ; on the contrary, let Jt=max ui, i=1,…,N. 

(5) Update the support set. ( )1 1Λ Λ ,t t t t t j tJ A A j Jλ− −= = ∈U U , 
jλ is the j-th column of A 

(6) Calculate 
1

Λ
A t

t T tg r −= . The step size 
1

Λ Λ
, t t

t

t r A dα −=< > , update the new direction 
Λ

td . 

(7) The estimation of original signal 
1

Λ Λ Λt t t

t t tx x dα−= +% % . 

(8) Update the residual  t t tr y A x= − %. 

(9) t=t+1. If t≤S, then go back to (2). If the residual is equal to zero or °  , r  t tx x r= = , then quit the 

algorithm. 

(10) Output x%. 

The coefficient ts in (3) usually rages from 2 to 3. The setting of the threshold is very suitable for 

the reconstruction of Gaussian random signal, but it cannot guarantee the reliability and 

effectiveness for non-Gaussian signal. When algorithm executes, the atom chosen by the 

threshold may not meet the conditions, resulting that the support set cannot be optimal in the 

subsequent cycle. Therefore, we use the regularization to verify the reliability of the threshold. 

If the number of atoms selected in step (3) is greater than 0, the threshold is reasonable, and the 

selected atoms are regularized to select the optimal set of atoms. If step (3) cannot chose the atom 

we need, the atom corresponding to the maximum correlation coefficient in the step (2) is chosen. 

In this case, there is only one atom chosen, and no regularization is necessary. 

Step (6) and (7) adopt the ACGP algorithm to solve the estimation of the signal instead of the 

least squares method. Because of the definite update direction, the speed of iterative convergence 

is accelerated. Based on the regularization idea above, the performance of BStROMP is improved 

a lot. 

4. SIMULATIONS 
 
The main criteria to evaluate the performance of CS reconstruction methods are the running time 

and the reconstructed image quality. Although some reconstruction algorithm have short running 

time, the quality of the reconstructed image is poor and some of them need long time to run, but 

the quality of reconstructed image is good. The two criteria restrict each other; we cannot 

guarantee that the time and the quality are both optimal. We choose Barbara and Baboon in our 
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experiments to reconstruct them by BP, OMP, StOMP, BSARMP and proposed algorithm 

respectively. Then we can compare the running time and the reconstructed image quality of those 

algorithms. The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and reconstruction error are used as objective 

criteria to evaluate the quality of reconstructed image. In the experiment, the overall sampling 

rate is R=0.5, R=M/N, where M is the total number of samples, and N is the total pixels of the 

original image. The simulation results are shown below. 

 

 

(a) Barbara 

 

(b) BP 

 

(c) OMP 

 

(d) StOMP 

 

(e) BSARMP 

 

(f) proposed algorithm 

 

(g) Baboon 

 

(h) BP 

 

(i) OMP 

 

(j) StOMP 

 

(k) BSARMP 

 

(l) proposed algorithm 

Figure 4.  Comparison with other CS techniques 

Subjectively, according to the analysis of the simulation results of the image above, we can see 

that the image obtained by the BP algorithm is the best, and the image quality of StOMP is the 

worst. The performance of proposed algorithm is slightly worse than the BP algorithm, but the 

difference between all the images above is relatively insignificant from human visual.  

 

To make further compare the performance of each algorithm, we obtain the mean of the 

evaluation parameters after 50 simulation experiments, as shown in the follows. 
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Table 1.  Performance comparison of different algorithms 

Algorithm BP StOMP OMP BSARMP 
proposed 

algorithm 

PSNR(dB) 
Barbara 35.460 28.104 31.142 32.539 33.535 

Baboon 32.383 27.818 29.738 30.106 31.379 

Time (s) 
Barbara 15.684. 0.841 8.698 2.564 1.783 

Baboon 15.924 0.892 9.015 2.596 1.836 

Relative 

Error 

Barbara 0.0235 0.3614 0.0483 0.0394 0.0334 

Baboon 0.0151 0.380 0.0492 0.0410 0.0322 

 

In order to better compare the performance of each algorithm, we also draw the graph of Barbara 

as follows. 

 

 

Figure 5.  Demostration of Barbara with different CS methods 

 

As seen from table 1 and figure 5, the PSNR of BP is the highest and its quality of reconstructed 

image is the best when the same sampling rate is used. However, it’s running time is the longest 

among all algorithms. StOMP algorithm has the lowest PSNR, the worst reconstructed image 

quality, but its running time is the shortest. Although the PSNR and the relative error of the 

proposed algorithm are lower than BP, compared to other algorithms, the proposed algorithm 

have better performance, and the running time is much lower than BP, which is only slower than 

that of StOMP. It can be seen that the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is only higher 

than that of StOMP, but it is better than BP, OMP and BSARMP. Moreover, the proposed 

algorithm is improved based on StOMP, with the idea of regularization. Although the 

reconstruction time is longer than StOMP, the quality of reconstructed image has been greatly 

improved. 

 

The size of block is also an important factor. We set different size to test the performance of the 

proposed algorithm: 8×8, 16×16, 32×32. Chose Barbara, compare the PSNR in each simulation at 

different sampling rate. The results are shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 2.  PSNR of different block size 

R 8×8 16×16 32×32 

0.1 20.034(dB) 22.612(dB) 24.069(dB) 

0.2 22.581(dB) 24.948(dB) 27.044(dB) 

0.3 26.249(dB) 27.22(dB) 29.76(dB) 

0.4 29.452(dB) 31.156(dB) 32.630(dB) 

0.5 31.156(dB) 32.889(dB) 33.535(dB) 
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For the typical image such as Lena (256×256), use the image block, and calculate the peak signal-

to-noise ratio (PSNR) at different sampling rates, the unit is dB, and the experimental results are 

shown in Figure 6. 

 

As can be seen from table 2, the larger the block image, the better the reconstructed accuracy. 

However, the storage required for sampling and the computational complexity for reconstruction 

are also increased. For the representative image such as Lena (256×256), with the block size of 

32×32, the PSNR at different sampling rate is shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Demonstration of BStROMP with the same block size(32×32) but different sampling rate 

As can be seen from the figure above, with the sampling rate increases, that is, the number of 

measurements increases, the amount of information obtained as well as the precision would 

increases. The original image can be reconstructed with high precision when certain conditions 

are satisfied. Nevertheless, we need to deal with more data at the same time; the complexity and 

the running time would also increase. 

 

In summary, compared with StOMP, the proposed algorithm improves the reconstructed quality, 

although the running time is slightly longer than StOMP, which is shorter than other algorithms. 

The reconstructed quality of the proposed algorithm is inferior compared to BP, but better than 

OMP and BSARMP. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The BStROMP algorithm proposed in this paper reduces the storage and computational 

complexity required in encoder by using the idea of block CS. Using the atom selection method in 

StOMP, which is restricted by regularization, improves the precision of reconstructed image. We 

implement fast reconstruction as well as improving the reconstructed image quality in decoder. 

The simulation results show the robustness of the proposed algorithm. 

 

However, the proposed algorithm cannot reconstruct the original image well when the sampling 

rate is extremely low. Therefore, we can further to find a better observation matrix or use other 

sparse transform to optimize the sparse representation of images. 
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The CS reconstruction methods have two problems to resolve, the reconstruction time and the 

quality of reconstructed image. However, they are contradictory; we cannot guarantee both in the 

meantime. In addition, the quality of reconstructed image would also affected by environment, so 

we plan to deal the reconstructed image with post-processing enhancement. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

We have found out that the CAZAC- OFDM accords the amplitude of IFFT output signal with 

the amplitude of input DATA and the time ordering of IFFT output signal is unambiguously 

determined. That is, the OFDM time-domain signals, which are composed of many sinewaves, 

can be shaped by CAZAC precoder. As one application example that can use this characteristic 

of CAZAC precoder, we propose a new technique of symbol timing estimation, which enable to 

avoid the use of the preambles and guard-intervals. Conventional OFDM systems introduce 

guard-intervals for symbol timing estimation and reduction of multipath effect. Visible light 

communications (VLCs), which are one kind of line-of–sight communications, does not require 

consideration of the multipath channel. Therefore, if we embed null data at a fixed position in 

time-domain, we will easily estimate the symbol timing in the receiver side. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

OFDM; CAZAC sequence; Zadoff-Chu sequence; Symbol Timing Estimation; VLC. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, with the development of wireless communication technology, the usage of wireless 

communication by smart phones, tablets, laptops, etc. has been increasing steadily. Meanwhile 

radio frequency bands are becoming exhausted, and Visible Light Communication (VLC) having 

much shorter wavelength than radio waves is being studied. Among visible light communication, 

studies using light emitting diodes (LED) become increasingly active [1], [2]. The reason for this is 

that high-speed communication due to the development of high-speed responsiveness of LEDs has 

become possible [3], and ease of dissemination due to the proliferation of illumination using LEDs 

also in general household. 

 

A major drawback of VLC is band-limited operation due to the frequency characteristics of LEDs. 

Therefore, VLC requires a modulation scheme with high spectral efficiency. Orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme is very suitable for the VLC, because its great advantage of 
spectrum utilization that is about twice spectral efficiency compared with single carrier modulation 

scheme. 

 

The OFDM system, however, requires highly exact timing for the symbol synchronization. The 

symbol timing shift in the time-domain on the receiver incurs a serious distortion after 

demodulation. 

 
Therefore, conventional OFDM systems introduce preambles and guard-intervals for symbol 

timing estimation. Although the preamble enables high-precision symbol synchronization, it is 
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only applied intermittently in a communication in which the beginning of a signal does not exist, 

for example, a signal continuously transmitted such as a broadcast. Even though the guard interval 

enables synchronization for each symbol, a significant throughput reduction is drawn, and it is 

wasteful considering the application in the VLC which is a line-of-sight wireless system anddoes 

not need to consider the multipath signals. 

 

 

Figure1.Time domain Signal without and with CAZAC precoder 

 

Another well-known drawback of OFDM signal is its high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). 

As OFDM signal is essentially a sum of multiple subcarrier signals aligned in frequency-domain, 

its probability density function in time-domain resembles Gaussian distribution, and thus its 

amplitude has high PAPR. The constant amplitude zero auto-correlation (CAZAC) precoding had 
been proposed as one of PAPR reduction techniques for OFDM signals [5]. Afterwards we had 

found out that the CAZAC precoding (CAZAC-OFDM) made the PAPR of M-array quadrature 

amplitude modulation (M-QAM) OFDM signals into the PAPR of M-QAM single-carrier signals 

[6].Moreover, we had demonstrated the theoretical verification of the CAZAC-OFDM [7]. Here, 

we also had found out the CAZAC- OFDM accorded the amplitude of IFFT output signal with the 

amplitude of input DATA and the time ordering of IFFT output signal was unambiguously 

determined. We verify that this determination is caused by compatibility with the IFFT operation, 

not by the autocorrelation properties of the CAZAC sequence. Moreover, if we embed null data at 

a fixed position in time-domain, we will easily detect the symbol timing shift in the receiver side. 

 

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: Section II contains overview of symbol timing 

estimation in conventional OFDM system and verifies that time domain signals of OFDM which 

cannot be manipulated in conventional can be shaped by using CAZAC precoder, and Section III 

contains description of proposed system using the characteristics of CAZAC-OFDM, and section 

IV presents performance evaluation and computer simulation results, and section V concludes the 

paper. 

 

2. VISIBLE LIGHT COMMUNICATION AND CAZAC SEQUENCE 
 

2.1 Visible Light Communication (VLC) 
 

Visible light communication has developed rapidly as an attractive technology for supplementing 

conventional radio frequency communication, which is made possible by the rise of LEDs. One of 

the important characteristics of the reason why LEDs is used for visible light communication is 

fast responsiveness. 

 

LEDs are able to follow frequency high enough to send useful data and it is a frequency that is too 

high to be perceived by the human eye. Therefore, it is possible to complement the role of the 

LEDs widely used as the lighting and the function as the communication device. 
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2.2 OFDM system 
 

As well-known, OFDM system enables the limited frequency bandwidth of LEDs or LDs can be 

fully-used.  

 

In an OFDM transmitter, an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is performed after primary 
modulation of a data sequence. As a result, the value after primary modulation is placed on each 

subcarrier, and a spectrum is formed in which each subcarrier overlaps. Even if each subcarrier 

overlaps, due to mutual orthogonality, respectively demodulation is possible, so that frequency 

utilization efficiency is excellent. 

 

The nth sample with the input signal � (length �) after mapping is defined as 

 

 ���� = 1�	 
������� �����
���  (1) 

Where 
��� is the frequency-domain signal, and N is the number of subcarrier,  � = √−1. After 

IFFT, a guard interval is inserted in the baseband signal. The OFDM symbol is generated by the 

above procedure. 

 

Since OFDM signals are composed of signals on a symbol-by-symbol basis, when performing FFT 

for demodulation, it is necessary to find the beginning of the symbol and open the FFT window at 

an exact timing. 

 

Generally, symbol timing is estimated by using correlation characteristics with known or existing 

signals [8], [9]. One method is to detect a peak by cross correlation using a preamble. It adds a 

known sequence to the beginning of the signal and establishes symbol synchronization by 
calculating the correlation value between the known sequence and the signal. 

 

 

Figure 2.Symbol timing estimation by cross-correlation 

 

When the known sequence matches the signal, the correlation value becomes the maximum, so we 

use this to detect the beginning of the symbol. 

 

Another, there is estimation using the guard interval. In this case, by adding a guard interval, the 

same value exists in the portion apart from the copied portion by the original symbol length. In 

other words, the correlation between the normal waveform and the waveform delayed by the 
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original symbol length becomes higher in the copied part. From this, the symbol timing is 

estimated by detecting the peak of the correlation value. 

 
Figure 3. Symbol timing estimation using Guard Interval 

2.3 Effect of Symbol Timing Offset (STO) 
 

Consider the effect of STO when guard interval to be described later is used. First, FFT is defined 

as 

 X�n� = 	 ��������� �����
���  (2) 

As can be seen from (1), (2), demodulation at the receiver cannot be demodulated without 

distortion unless all 0 ~ k – 1 samples are available. Here, when δ sample offset occurs in the time 

domain, assuming that inter-symbol interference does not occur, following as 

 

 X��n� = 	 ��� + ������� �����
���  (3) 

 

Similarly, considering the correspondence of (1), (3), it becomes as follows 
 

 X��n� = 1N	 !	 
�"�����#$�%&'���
#�� ( ����� �����

���   

 		= 1N	 
�"�����#&���
��� 	���� $#��'����

���   

 = X�n����� �& (4) 

From this, it can be seen that the STO within the guard interval generates a phase rotation 

proportional to the offset after the demodulation. The constellation when setting the FFT window 

such as Figure.4 is shown as Figure.5. 
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Figure 4.Symbol Timing Offset with OFDM 

In the case of ①,the FFT window is set at an exact timing, so there is no offset, and a clean 

constellation appears after demodulation. In the case of ②, the FFT window is set before the 

exact point. Due to a guard interval, symbols are retrieved without interfering with adjacent 

symbols. However, since the extracted samples are cyclically shifted in the correct arrangement, 

the phase rotation proportional to the offset is added to the demodulated signal as shown in (4).It 

can be corrected by using the pilot signal in the symbol. In the case of ③, the FFT window is set 

after the exact point. In this case, it interferes with the adjacent symbol, not only the 

above-mentioned phase rotation but also distortion in the amplitude direction is added. Therefore, 

the signal deteriorates. 

 

In conventional OFDM system, it is possible to correctly reproduce by correcting the offset 

within the guard interval by using the guard interval, but when the guard interval is not used, it is 

impossible to correct deterioration due to the offset. Therefore, symbol timing needs to be 
estimate exactly. 
 

 

Figure 5. Constellation for ① ~ ③ Symbol Timing Offset with OFDM 

(QPSK, FFT size:64) 
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2.4 CAZAC-OFDM 

 CAZAC-OFDM is an OFDM method precoded by using the CAZAC sequence shown in 

equation (5). 
 

 *$�' = + exp /� 01� �23N	is	even
exp /� 01� �$� + 1'3N	is	odd			9 (5) 

 � = 0,1,… ,� − 1  

 

In this case, when CAZAC precoder is applied in OFDM, the signal length N mostly takes a 

power of 2 because of FFT. Also, if u = 1, the Zadoff-Chu sequence used from the formula (5) is 

as follows. 

 *$�' = exp/� 0� �23 $� = 0,1,… ,� − 1' (6) 

From (6), an N × N square matrix M is generated. The matrix equation is defined as 

 

 = = 1√� >
?�?� ?�?�%�⋮?$���'� ⋮?$���'�%�

⋯⋯ ?���?2$���'⋱… ⋮?$���'�C (7) 

 

In transmitter side, CAZAC precoder signal is generated by multiplying the mapping data by this 

matrix M. In receiver side, multiply the received symbol Y in frequency domain and the inverse 

matrix {M
H
}

T
  after FFT. 

 
Figure 6. The receiver configuration using CAZAC precoder. 

According to Figure.6, X is QAM Vector, P is Modulation Vector for IFFT, M is CAZAC 

Matrix.Then Sas 

 D$E�' = 1�	 F��2G��/����
���   

 			= 	 !	 �G$#%��'�/I�#���
#�� ( 	�2G��/����

���   

 			= 	 �J�K��� �# !	 �J��L$KMN'� �G�����
��� (���

#��  (8) 

Where � is an integer not less than 0, so the following equation is developed. 

 

 ��O$�0�2' = P		1					$�：even'	−1				$�：odd	'9 (9) 

To lead the equation (10) from the equation (9). 
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 exp$�0�2' = $−1'� (10) 

Substituting the equation (10) into the equation (8) lead to the equation (11). 

 D$E�' = 	 �G#�/���# !	Q−�2G$#%�'/�R����
��� (���

#��  (11) 

The inside of {} in equation (11) is the sum of the geometric progression. Therefore, equation (12) 
is derived. 

 

 
	Q−�2G$#%�'/�R����
��� = S�	T−�2G$#%�'/� = 1U0		T−�2G$#%�'/� ≠ 1U9 (12) 

When 20$" + �'/� = 1 , 2$" + �'/�  is an integer and odd number. Also, n and " 
are0 ≤ � ≤ � − 1, 0 ≤ " ≤ � − 1. Equation (13) follows on account of these relationships. 

 " = N2 − �	$"YZ	�' (13) 

Equation (14) is derived from equations (11), (12) and (13). 

 D$E�' = � [[�2 − �\#]^	�\* [[�2 − �\#]^	�\ (14) 

From the above, we have theoretically derived S(t`) for arbitrary n. The time waveform of 

CAZAC-OFDM is obtained by phase-rotating the value after mapping. 

 

Figure7. Time domain Signals with CAZAC precoder influenced by the value after mapping. 

Here, concrete calculation in the case of N = 4 is performed to understand well. According to 

Figure.6,a = =bis obvious. Therefore,P as 

 >F�F�F2FcC = de
ee
f 1 � �gh ��i �j�gh−1 −�j�gh ��i −� �gh1 −� �gh ��i −�j�gh−1 �j�gh ��i � �gh kl

ll
m >�����2�cC  
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 		=
dee
eef
�� 	+ 	� �gh�� 	+ 	��i�2 	+ 	�j�gh�c−��−�j�gh�� 	+	��i�2−� �gh�c				��−� �gh�� 	+ 	��i�2−�j�gh�c−�� 	+	�j�gh�� 	+	��i�2 	+ 	� �gh�ckl

lll
m
 (15) 

S is the IFFT-operated signal of M. Therefore a�~ac is respectively multiplied by following 

phase-rotation value for subcarriers of o�, 2o�, 3o�, 4o� and summed. 

 er�s$tMg'i uv							$`��,�,2,c'    

(16) 

 
tm:	IFFT	output	time	order	$t~ = 0,1,2,3'	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

 

First, calculate �$t�'. 
 a�er�	 = 			b�	 +	 erjsghb�+ersib2	 +	 er sghbc	  

 a�er� = 		 − b�−	er sghb�	 +ersib2−		erjsghbc  

 a2er� = 			b� −	erjsghb�+ersib2−		er sghbc  

 acer� =	−	b� 			+ er sghb� 		+ ersib2	 +	 erjsghbc  

 0  00  

 �$t2'	=	a�er�+	a�er�+	 a2er�+	acer�  

 = 4ersib2 =	4*2�2 (17) 

 �?� = �J�L�gh �  

Next, calculate �$t�'. 
 F���� = −�����+	 � �gh��	 +	 ���i �2−�j�gh�c	  

 F��G = 									�� + � �gh�� −		��i�2+�j�gh�c  

 F2���� = 		����� + � �gh�� −	���i �2 − �j�gh�c  

 Fc�2G = 				−�� + � �gh�� + ��i�2 +�j�gh�c  

 0      0  0  

 �$t�'	=	 a�ers�+a�er�+a2er�s� +acer2�  

 = 4� �gh�� =	4*��� (18) 

 �?� = �J�L�gh �  

Similarly, about �$t2'and �$tc', 
 

 �$t2'	=	a��G+	a�er2�+	 a2���G+	acer��  

 = 4�� =	4*��� (19) 

   

 �$tc'	=	a�e��� +	a�erc�+	 a2erj�� +	acer��  

 = 4�j�gh��  =	4*c�c (20) 

As a result, 
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 >�$t�'�$t�'�$t2'�$tc'C = >	*2�2	*���	*���	*c�cC (21) 

 
 

(Ignore the coefficients as they are not important.) 
 

 

|D(E�)|=��/����3#]^	�� 
 because of �*/����3#]^	��=1 

 

Computation is complicated, but many terms cancel clearly each other, resulting in the 

phase-rotating value after mapping remaining. In sum, we found an astonishing fact, that is the 

CAZAC precoding makes the amplitudes of M-QAM OFDM signals into the amplitudes of 

M-QAM single-carrier signals. 
 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
As has been noted, CAZAC precoding can make the amplitudes of M-QAM OFDM signals into 

the amplitudes of M-QAM single-carrier signals. As one application example that can use this 

characteristic of the waveform of CAZAC-OFDM, we propose inserting a null at a fixed position 

of the symbol of the time waveform and estimate the symbol timing by detecting the null at the 

receiving side. 

 

Figure.8 schematically shows the relationship between before and after modulation of 

CAZAC-OFDM in transmitter side when FFT size is 64.It is arranged in the order of S(t0) = X (32) 

C (32),S(t1) = X (31) C (31), ... ,S(t32) = X(0)C(0),S(t33) = X(63)C(63),…,S(t63) = X(33)C(33) 

from the beginning of the symbol. This time 2 nulls are embedded at the end of the symbol.  

 

Therefore, the values of X(33), X(34) are fixed to 0, and then the transmission waveform of 

CAZAC-OFDM is generated.Figure9. shows the amplitudes of time domain signals of 
CAZAC-OFDM (Mapping: QPSK) by the method described above. It is apparent that nulls are 

inserted firmly at the end of the symbol. 

 

The receiving side judges null and detects the head by the following block 

configuration(Figure.10). Based on the value obtained by amplitude estimation, the threshold value 

is set to be half of the distance to the data point closest to 0, using the fact that the transmission 

waveforms of CAZAC-OFDM are constant amplitudes. 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the symbol configuration before and after modulation of CAZAC-OFDM 

(64FFT) 

 
Figure 9. The amplitudes of time domain signals of CAZAC-OFDM embedded Nulls(QPSK) 

 
 

Figure 10.The block configuration of null detection. 
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Figure

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND 
 
4.1 Simulation Results 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, simulation was performed according to the 
specifications in Table 1. The simulation is performed in MATLAB using communications 
system toolbox. In addition, head detection using correlation characteristics 
used as a comparison target. Since the proposed method inserts nulls, it is considered necessary to 
consider noise. Therefore, among the range where the data itself can demodulate error free in 
consideration of error correction in thi
of the worst noise of 15 dB. 

Figure12.  
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Figure11. The proposed CAZAC-OFDM system 

ESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

evaluate the performance of the proposed method, simulation was performed according to the 
he simulation is performed in MATLAB using communications 

In addition, head detection using correlation characteristics by guard interval was 
Since the proposed method inserts nulls, it is considered necessary to 

consider noise. Therefore, among the range where the data itself can demodulate error free in 
consideration of error correction in this environment ( BER <10�c), comparison is made at SNR 

12.  BER of simulation work environment. 
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evaluate the performance of the proposed method, simulation was performed according to the 
he simulation is performed in MATLAB using communications 

by guard interval was 
Since the proposed method inserts nulls, it is considered necessary to 

consider noise. Therefore, among the range where the data itself can demodulate error free in 
, comparison is made at SNR 
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TABLE

 

Mapping

Number

Data subcarriers

Number of

Pilot subcarriers

Number of

Null

FFT size

Number of

Guard Interval

Samples per Symbol

DataRate[Mbps]

SNR

 

Figure 13 shows the comparison of detection accuracy with each method. 

timing metric of each method. 0 on the horizontal axis represents the first sample of the symbol.

The largest peak appears near 0 in both methods. However, comp

the proposed method shows that a sharp peak 

method achieves highly accurate head detection compared to the case of head 

correlation using GI. In this simulatio

The throughput at this time is about 30% higher than the throughput when the guard interval of 

1/4 symbol length is used. 
 

Figure
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ABLE 1. SPECIFICATION FOR SIMULATION 

 

Auto-Correlation 

(GI) Proposal 

Mapping 16QAM 

Number of 

Data subcarriers 
59 61 

Number of 

Pilot subcarriers 
4 1 

Number of 

Null 
1 2 

FFT size 64 

Number of 

Guard Interval 
16 0 

per Symbol 1600 1280 

[Mbps] 43.5125 57.1875 

SNR 15 dB 

Figure 13 shows the comparison of detection accuracy with each method. The vertical axis is

each method. 0 on the horizontal axis represents the first sample of the symbol.

largest peak appears near 0 in both methods. However, compared with the method using GI, 

the proposed method shows that a sharp peak appears. From this, it is apparent that the proposed 

method achieves highly accurate head detection compared to the case of head 

correlation using GI. In this simulation, 2 samples per symbol were used as synchronization nulls. 

The throughput at this time is about 30% higher than the throughput when the guard interval of 

Figure 13. Comparison of detection accuracy. 
 

The vertical axis is the 

each method. 0 on the horizontal axis represents the first sample of the symbol. 

ared with the method using GI, 

From this, it is apparent that the proposed 

method achieves highly accurate head detection compared to the case of head detection by 

n, 2 samples per symbol were used as synchronization nulls. 

The throughput at this time is about 30% higher than the throughput when the guard interval of 
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5. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we have demonstrated that it is possible by using CAZAC-OFDM to make the 

amplitudes of M-QAM OFDM signals into the amplitudes of M-QAM single-carrier signals. We 

verified that the OFDM time domain signals can be shaped by using CAZAC precoder. We also 

verified that, as one application example that can use the characteristic of CAZAC precoder, a 

new technique of symbol timing estimation provided sufficient performance. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Smart home appliances such as smart fridge, smart lighting, and smart air conditioner are 

getting popular for home end users. Smart fans as one of those smart devices are a part of a 

smart home that can be assumed as a factor of comfort, which may also reduce the electricity 

cost due to its high efficiency.   

 

Hence, this project aims to develop an alternative smart fan tackled from a comfort and cost 

perspectives. This project is done using as minimum budget as possible by using a combination 

of the already-available parts of the market. 

 

It is expected to develop a prototype of a cheap smart fan, which in turn becomes the starting 

point to allow further development of other smart home appliances 

 

KEYWORDS 

 
Internet of Things, Smart Fan, Motor Control, Cost Analysis, Cloud Infrastructure 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Automation has become one of the key interests in the modern-day technology. Everybody tends 
to use automated devices in his or her daily activities due to several reasons ranging from safety 
to ease of handling. Initially, the automation systems were limited to industries as it required 
significant investments, but with the development of the technology, automation has become 
available to everyone. Home automation systems are very popular in the world these days. Many 
types of research have been carried out into this area, and some commercial products are also 
available, but the room for development is still very high, and the technology advances daily. 
Unlike the normal system, the automated home will have additional benefits. As the electric 
system is automated, it will save electricity by switching off the appliances when they are not 
required. On the other hand, as the appliances can be remotely controlled, the user can decide 
what to do even he is not at home. The systems can be developed to a level where the security of 
the house can be improved. One of the famous home automation solutions is to use a dedicated 
system connected to an application installed on the user’s smartphone. The combination of these 
two hardware and software allows greater control over home automation and put it all in the 
user’s hand. 
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Smart Technology has been chosen by many researchers and worked on different methodologies 
to achieve their objectives. As an instance a team worked on Smart fan robot which detects and 
tracks a person automatically using thermal camera and RGB-D camera [1].Another research 
study was done on human tracking system by using ultrasonic distance sensors to detect one 
person only up to 3 meters [2]. PWM technique is also used to control the fan speed by changing 
the duty cycle according to room temperature [3]. Also a group have developed a smart fan which 
operates according to the presence of human, ambient temperature and the position of humans 
[4]. Another project is done on controlling home appliances using smart phone with Wi-Fi as 
communication protocol and Raspberry Pi as a server system [5]. Another research team have 
conducted different tests and concluded that the fan speed can controlled by room temperature 
using PT-100 sensor [6]. Similar work was done on automatic fan speed control using PIC 
microcontroller. The authors used a special feature called Buzzer which generates alarm if the 
temperature becomes overheat [7]. Another group have designed a room temperature and 
humidity controller by using two fuzzy logic controllers. Their model is operated in between 8 
and 44 0C rage of temperature and they proved that their model works properly between 18 and 
26 0C temperature range in order to maintain the user comfort level [8]. The power electronics 
system can aid to implement more efficient systems [9]-[10]. In this area, a study has introduced a 
new method of speed control of induction motor by connecting power electronic circuit. This 
shows the increase in efficiency of the fan motor at low speeds and also starting torque is high at 
any speed value [11]. As an extension to these works done so far, in this project we interfaced 
Internet of Things (IoT) to the fan speed control by conducting the following techniques: IoT 
based motor control, Zero crossing Detection, Phase Angle Control (Triac Control) and Closed 
Loop Control to achieve the automatic speed control of the fan in an efficient way which becomes 
more user friendly to the human. 
 

2. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
 

Automation has become one of the key areas which world focus at present. People tend to modify 
things which are often used so that they can be controlled by themselves or remotely by human 
intervention. With the invention of smartphones everything on earth has become possible with 
few clicks. In that type of an environment, it is important to have a user-friendly system where the 
devices in a house can be remotely controlled using a mobile phone. Through this project, we 
expect to make a smart fan which can be controlled via Bluetooth using an android application. 
Day to day normal room fans does not take the room temperature in to account we have to 
manually control the speed of the fan according to the temperature. We try to automate this 
system where the speed of the motor of the fan will change according to the temperature of the 
room. Table 1 shows the problem/need statement of this project. 
 

Table 1. The project need statement 

Element Description 

The problem of 
existing 
conventional Fans  

In case of ceiling fan, table fans or pedal fans etc., the speed can be varied at step wise 
only three steps. The user needs to control it manually which makes difficult in some 
cases. When the user needs to increase or decrease the speed based on his comfort 
level, he or she operates it manually every time. In addition, the power consumption is 
high, and air flow is less in conventional fans. 

Affects  Some users like aged persons, physically handicapped people mainly feel problematic 
to control the fan every time manually when they need change in air flow. 

And results in  User feels discomfort with this type of drawbacks; therefore, the manufacturing 
company loses its stakeholders. 

Benefits of a 
solution  

The proposed control method solves these problems where user can control fan 
remotely and also improves the customer comfort levels automatically. 
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3. ARCHITECTURE DESIGN 
 
For an IoT device to work, it required an architecture of hardware and software that supports the 
operation of IoT devices. This has been elaborated in the following subsections: 
 
The supporting architecture could be categorised into many forms, depending on which part the 
focus lies. One of the categories is based on whether it is a hardware or software. Hardware 
architecture including but not limited to the gateway, cloud infrastructures, and even connectivity 
to the cloud interfaces. Software architecture including device management, the operating system 
of any hardware infrastructures, and also including communication protocol. Although there are 
many components which exists in the supporting architecture, we will focus more on the elements 
which are the core of IoT applications. 

 

Figure 1. Generic Connection Architecture of an IoT Application 

For small-scale IoT applications – such as temperature aware smart fan – does not need many 
supporting platforms. Some of the supporting platforms is not essential to the operation, and 
excluding those things could improve the development time of the system. Elements such as 
device management, provisioning, access controller, and resource allocation are useful, but its 
presence is not critical to a small-scale IoT application.  
 
Small-scale IoT applications usually have a connection architecture as one placed in Figure 1. For 
this type of architecture, there are four essential elements: IoT Device, Gateway, Cloud 
Infrastructure, and Controller. 
 
1. IoT Device 
 
This device acts as the main element of the IoT applications. IoT device is a device which 
connects the whole IoT application to the physical world. Some examples of this connection are a 
temperature sensor, motor controller, building alarm, or even a webcam. 
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2. Gateway 
 
The gateway acts as a middle layer service between IoT devices, with the internet or another type 
of communication carrier to the cloud infrastructure. This device is usually also capable of 
communication processing, and also device management. Depending on the gateway design, this 
device could reach all layers in OSI model. So, the function of the gateway is various; it depends 
on the applications and the system’s requirements. 
 
3. Cloud Infrastructure 
 
This element stores and process the data for/from the IoT devices. Depending on the application, 
this element could function as a database, or even as a smart decision server. 
  
4. Controller 
 
This element acts as the user interface for the system. Users could control and manage the 
behaviour of the applications. 
 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
4.1. Motor Controller Results 
 
The motor was tested by TRIode for Alternating Current (TRIAC). Because Triac controller 
circuit runs on 240 V, there are two steps for testing this Triac-based controller. The first one is 
by testing it on 20 Vpp, and the latter part is testing on 240 RMS live voltage. 
 
The first part used a signal generator as the voltage source, and an oscilloscope is used to read the 
voltage level at a different point in the circuit.  
 
Next is to test the output of the triac. For this test, the firing is set to be constant at 90 degrees, 
and the voltage across triac terminal is observed on the oscilloscope. In Figure 2.a- Figure 2.b, 
there are three signals: blue for zero-crossing, purple for triac firing control, and green for the 
terminal-to-terminal voltage. As can be seen in the graph, when the purple signal is set to high, 
the terminal voltage (green) drops to a constant. This result concluded that the triac is working. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.a Triac Functional Testing (90 degrees) 

 
 

Figure 2.b Triac Terminal vs Source Voltage 
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Figure 2. Motor control experiments 

 

In Figure 2. c, Figure 2.d, Figure 2.e and Figure 2.f, the terminal voltage switched to a constant 
voltage at angle value close to 0°,45°,135°,and 180° respectively. Finally, at 180°, the terminal 
voltage would be expected to not open at any angle which is obtained from Figure 2.f.  
 

4.2. Android Controller 
 
Testing of the Android controller is done in two parts: modular testing and full-system integration 
testing, which will be done in the next section. 
 
For modular testing, the application was tested to interact with a single device at a time: either to 
the sensor or the motor. Figure 3.a contains the temperature reading from the sensor either from 
the sensor itself or from the manual polling via device list options in Figure 3.b. There is also a 
status report which is based on the last update timestamp from the sensor (Figure 3.a, second 
card).  

 
 

Figure 2.c Test with Firing Angle at 0 degree 

 
 

Figure 2.d Test with Firing Angle at 45 degrees 

 

 
 

Figure 2.e Test with Firing Angle at 135 degrees 

 
 

Figure 2.f Test with Firing Angle at 180 degrees 
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Figure 3.a Android Controller - Main View                             Figure 3.b Android Controller - Device List 

Figure 3. App/Sensor experiments 

4.3. System integration 

 
This section explains the full-system integration test. The system is set up using an additional 
heater fan as the heating element to control the temperature reading of the sensor. The test begins 
with the heating fan heats up the temperature sensor to a temperature high enough so that the fan 
could cool down the temperature (i.e. much higher than the ambient temperature). Figure 4.a, 
shows the initial temperature reading after heating up the sensor. Then, the fan is turned on at full 
speed to cool down the sensor. After cooling down several degrees Celsius, the fan speed is 
slightly reduced as shown on Figure 4.b, because the difference in temperature and set point is 
now reduced 
 

 
 

Figure 4.a Test – Initial State 

 
 

Figure 4.b Test – Fan Full Speed 
 

Figure 4. System tests 
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5. MARKET STUDY 
 
Entrepreneurs and investors look for business opportunities with potential growing market [12]. 
Internet of Things (IoT) has a great potential to attract new and existing businesses. Where there 
is a potential market, analysing the profitability of a new product is a crucial steps in establishing 
and expanding a business. To achieve the expected rate of return an accurate product cost 
estimation is the key. It provides managers and investors with necessary information required for 
strategic decisions and achievement of business objectives. Mainly, in today’s competitive 
environment, it is critical to have reliable product cost estimations for pricing decisions. 

5.1 Cost analysis 

To estimate our product cost, we use the total absorption costing method. Accordingly, the cost is 
divided to direct and indirect costs. Specifically, our product cost estimation consists of direct 
material, direct labour and overhead. The required direct materials and their costs are estimated as 
follows: 

Table 2. breakdown of the component costs  

Description 
Qty Unit Cost 

(USD)* 

Unit Cost 

(AUD) 

Total Cost (AUD) 

Conventional Fan 1  14 14 

Arduino Uno - R3 SMD 1 29.95  38.935 

Temp. Sensor DHT-22 1  9.95 9.95 

SparkFun Bluetooth Modem - BlueSMiRF Silver 1 24.95  32.435 

Breadboard Jumper Wire Bundle 1  4.95 4.95 

Female Headers 2 1.5  3.9 

Break Away Headers - Straight 2 1.5  3.9 

Subtotal    $108.07 

*USD Rate 1 USD = 1.3 AUD 

In our preliminary analysis, direct labour and overhead costs are estimated based on this 
assumption that the product will be produced in Australia (the product cost will vary if the 
location changes. The direct labour cost is estimated based on one hour assembly time at the rate 
of $20. In addition, the estimated overhead costs are as follows for 1000 to 2000 units per year: 
 

Table 3. breakdown of the manufacturing costs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In early stages of introducing a product, penetration pricing can be used as a strategy to attract 
customers through word of mouth [13]. Penetration pricing is setting a low price in the beginning 
of marketing campaign to gain a high market share. To attract more customers, for the first year 
we assume that we do not expect any profit and want to determine the selling price at a level that 
we can only cover all costs (both fixed and variable). To do so we use the break-even analysis 
technique. Break-even point is the number of products should be sold to cover all costs while 
making no profit. Break-even point analysis is a useful method to not only profit projection but 
also for pricing decision and expense control [14]. To calculate the break-even point the 
following items are required: fixed cost, selling price and variable cost.  

Rent 20,000 

Salaries 50,000 

Equipment depreciation 10,000 

Utilities 10,000 

Other costs 20,000 

Total fixed overhead $110,000 
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Accordingly, our suggested selling price is almost $185 and break –even point is 1932 units.   

Table 4. price calculations 

Direct material (variable cost) $108.07 

Direct labour (variable cost) $20 

Overhead per unit $57 

Unit cost $185 

 

This cost estimation shows that if we produce and sell 1,932 units at the price of $185, all costs 
will be covered.  
 
As this pricing decision is made only for introducing the product to the market for the first year, 
different strategies are required to make profit in following years. To determine the alternatives 
we first discuss the value of our product from the customer point of view. 
 
5.2. Product values 
 
The Internet of Things can transform our various aspects of lives and enhance both efficiency of 
devices and comfort of individuals [15]. To analyse the impact of efficiency improvement of our 
product, the financial benefits that a customer will receive from using the product over a year are 
estimated. To do so, we first calculate the electricity cost of running a traditional 100w fan for the 
whole summer (90 days, 10 hours per day) for a household in Australia. 

Table 5. Energy costs 

Hours used 900 

Energy consumption(Kw) 90kW 

Price (kWh) 0.35 

Electricity cost $31.5 

 
Our smart product might be able to reduce this electricity cost by 50%. Comparing our estimated 
product price and the potential cost saving shows a significant gap. Specifically, more than 10 
years electricity saving is required to justify the price. Thus, it can be argued that the electricity 
cost saving cannot attract customers and other values such as customers’ comfort should be the 
focus which can affect our pricing model as well. 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The summary of results and conclusion is basically divided into two sections that are as follows. 
 

6.1. Automation Section Conclusion 

 
A novel IoT based Fan speed control system has been designed and tested using IoT concepts. A 
computer program was developed to control the speed of the fan by using smart phone and is 
successfully implemented. The fan motor is operated and tested at different speed input value 
from the smart phone and the experimental results are noted. These results show that the user can 
switch on the fan, regulate its speed by using the smart phone. The user can operate this fan even 
he/she is in remote location. By using temperature and humidity sensors the speed control of fan 
becomes very easy so that it automatically changes its speed when the temperature is changed 
according to the user’s comfort zone. All the values related to temperature, humidity and speed of 
the motor are also stored in the cloud storage, and the software can display these data for 
operators to check. The main advantage of this method of control is that the user can control the 
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speed of the fan by giving the set point value via the smart phone. Therefore, the fan motor can be 
efficiently controlled by using the Wi-Fi directly from anywhere and anytime in this world with 
proper internet connection. 
 
6.2. Business Section Conclusion 

 
The preliminary cost analysis of our product shows that producing the product in Australia is not 
viable and further analysis is required to estimate the cost of production in Asian countries. 
Moreover, the monetary value of electricity cost saving of our product is not significant as the 
electricity consumption of a traditional fan is relatively low. Thus, the focus needs to be on the 
comfort aspects that our product can provide as well as adopting the technology to high-wattage 
devices. Specifically, the product can be used for patients, elderly or disabled people who cannot 
adjust the temperature manually. For example, it might not be possible for a person with disability 
to adjust the fan manually but using our product the adjustment will incur automatically and there 
is no need for human intervention. Finally, we suggest the use of our developed technology in this 
project for other electrical devices such as heaters and coolers with higher electricity consumption 
to provide both efficiency and comfort. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

A major drawback of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) signals is extremely 

high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). Signals with high PAPR lead to a lowering of the 

energy efficiency of power amplifiers and the shortened operation time causes a serious 

problem in battery-powered wireless terminals. We have found the CAZAC precoding makes the 

PAPR of M-array quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) OFDM signals into the PAPR of 

M-QAM single-carrier signals. Therefore, it can dramatically improve the PAPR of OFDM 

signals. However, to satisfy the 3GPP-LTE specification of frequency spectrum, severe 

bandpass filtering of CAZAC-OFDM signal lead to unacceptable regrowth of the PAPR. The 

paper provides available control procedure for PAPR and spectrum managements. It is 

confirmed that the CAZAC-OFDM signal controlled by our procedure maintains enough low 

PAPR and can provide comparable spectral specifications in the downlink channel of 3GPP-

LTE standard. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Orthogonal frequency division multiplex (OFDM) systems that attain high speeds and high 

capacity have recently been attracting attention in wireless applications, e.g., wireless local area 

networks (WLANs), third generation partnership project long-term evolution (3GPP LTE), and 

the digital video broadcasting-terrestrial (DVB-T) standard [1], [2]. The main drawback of 

OFDM signal is its high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), which decreases the efficiency of 

power amplifiers (PAs) and increases transmitter power consumption [3]. Therefore, many 

techniques have been proposed to reduce the PAPR [4]. Well-known techniques are clipping-and-

filtering, partial transmit sequences (PTSs), and selected mapping (SLM). The clipping-and-

filtering limits the peak amplitude of the transmission signal. Since the technique, however, cut a 

portion of signal amplitude with important information, as a result, it causes non-linear distortion 

and degrades the BER performance. The PTS partitions input data into disjoint sub-blocks. 

Moreover, each sub-block is weighted by a phase factor. This technique chooses the phase factor 

to minimize the PAPR of combined signals. The SLM generates multiple candidate data blocks. 

All data blocks represent the same information. Although the PTS and the SLM can be expected 

to create a certain reduction in PAPR, both techniques need side information in the receiver, 

which decreases spectral efficiency. The most practical solution to improving PAPR is to 
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introduce a single carrier scheme, i.e., single carrier frequency division multiplexing access (SC-

FDMA). The 3GPP LTE system adopts SC-FDMA for uplink multiple access systems [5]. 

However, SC-FDMA is not the best solution from the viewpoint of high spectrum utilization. 

 

As the other option of PAPR reduction techniques, the constant amplitude zero auto-correlation 

(CAZAC) precoding had been proposed [6]. Afterwards we had found out that the CAZAC 

precoding (CAZAC-OFDM) made the PAPR of M-array quadrature amplitude modulation (M-

QAM) OFDM signals into the PAPR of M-QAM single-carrier signals [7]. Moreover, we had 

demonstrated the theoretical verification of the CAZAC-OFDM [8]. 

 

To put the CAZAC-OFDM into practical use, we are facing new complex problems. Although the 

CAZAC precoding dramatically improves the PAPR of OFDM signals, in order to satisfy the 

3GPP-LTE specification of frequency spectrum, severe bandpass filtering of CAZAC-OFDM 

signal lead to unacceptable regrowth of the PAPR. 

 

The paper provides available control procedure for PAPR and spectrum managements for the 

CAZAC-OFDM system. One simplest approach of improving the PAPR is to clip the regrowth 

amplitude of the signal to a fixed level. Here, as the regrowth amplitude has not important 

information, the BER performance does not been degraded. An accurate clipping boundary is 

easily defined, because we can manage the amplitude of the time-domain signal of CAZAC-

OFDM like a single-carrier signal. As the correct demodulation of CAZAC-OFDM signals 

requires only values of the original signal points, we can improve the PAPR without any 

degradation of the BER and little degradation of the spectrum by the clipping. The CAZAC-

OFDM scheme provides high-efficiency operation of power amplifiers, i.e., the Power-Added-

Efficiency (PAE) of 38%, the power consumption of the PAs becomes about one-third of those of 

conventional OFDM scheme, and it is comparable value of single carrier signal scheme, i.e., the 

SC-FDM scheme. Furthermore, although the PAPR of conventional OFDM scheme strongly 

deteriorates as increasing the number of subcarriers, the PAPR of the CAZAC-OFDM scheme 

does not depend on the number of subcarriers. We already confirmed the usefulness of CAZAC-

OFDM for the case of 64 subcarriers, and in this paper, we examined CAZAC-OFDM using 1024 

subcarriers closer to the LTE specification [9]. Therefore, we believe the CAZAC-OFDM scheme 

can use for uplink channels of future wireless mobile communication systems. 

 

2. CAZAC-OFDM SYSTEM 

 
2.1. OFDM System 

 
In OFDM system, the frequency domain symbol � = ���, ��, … , �	
��� is modulated by  size 

inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT). The discrete-time OFDM signal with  subcarriers are 

represented as 

 

�� = � ��������/		
�
��� , (1) 

where � = √−1 and �  is discrete time index. On the other hand, receiver acquires frequency 

domain symbol � by applying FFT to received signal �. 

�� = �  ��
�����/		
�
���  

(2) 
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= �!�� +#$%�&�
�����/		
�
��� . 

The PAPR of the OFDM signal eq. (1) can be expressed as 

()(* = max�.�.	
�|��|�E�|��|�� , (3) 

where E�∙� is expectation operator. PAPR represents amplitude fluctuation of each symbol. To 

improve the accuracy of PAPR, the OFDM signal �� is converted to 2-times oversampled time 

domain signal. 

As shown from eq. (2), the OFDM signal is composed of a plurality of subcarrier signals, which 

causes an increase in amplitude fluctuation. A high PAPR signal increases the Input Back Off 

(IBO) at the power amplifier to amplify the transmit signal without distortion. In general, 

increasing in IBO causes decreasing the efficiency of PA [3]. 
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Figure 1.CAZAC-OFDM system 

2.2. CAZAC Precoding Technique 

Figure 1 shows a transmitter and receiver block diagrams for a CAZAC-OFDM system. The 

CAZAC sequence is an orthogonal sequence and the autocorrelation function is a delta function. 

In addition, the CAZAC sequence has a characteristic that the amplitude exhibits a constant value 

in both time and frequency domain. Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences is one of the CAZAC sequence. 

The ZC sequence 3�of length 2 is defined as 

 3� =
456
57��8 9�:;!; − 1&<2 = !2	is	even&
��89�:!; − 1&�<2 = !2	is	odd& F (4) 
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Where 2 is the length of the CAZAC sequence and < is the sequence number, ; = 1, 2,⋯ 	2. 2 is 

a natural number, and < is a prime integer with respect to 2. CAZAC sequences are generated by 

cyclic shift of the original CAZAC sequence. The periodic cross-correlation function I is defined 

as 

 I!J& = � K�K!L
M&	MNO	P∗P
�
���   

 = R2	!J = 0&0	!J ≠ 0&F (5) 

Where m is integer variables. 

CAZAC precoding uses a square matrix U generated from the equation in the case where L in 

equation (4) is an even number. The matrix equation is defined as 

 U = 1√ V K�K	W� K�K	W�⋮K!	
�&	W� ⋮…
⋯⋯ K	K�	⋱… ⋮K	Z

[ (6) 

Where matrix U is the rearrangement of in equation (4) in the row direction, and  is the number 

of subcarriers and 2	 = 	�,  < = 1. is an even number, so 2 is also an even number. 

Multiply the signal before IFFT by the matrix calculate the product of the transposed the 

frequency domain symbol � = ���, ��, ⋯ , �	� and the matrix U, and create a CAZAC equalized 

signal � '. � 'is represented as 

 �\ = U ∙ ��  

 = 1√ V K�K	W�⋮K!	
�&	W�
⋯⋯ K	K�	⋱… ⋮K	Z

[ ∙ V����⋮�	[ (7) 

An IFFT operation is performed on this signal. The OFDM time domain signal ��of the sample is 

represented as 

 �� = 1 � ��\ ������/		
�
���   

 							= � ]� ���!MW�	&Z/P�M	
�
M�� ^ 	������/		
�

���   

 							= � ���MZ/	Z�M ]� �����!MW�&/	����Z	
�
��� ^	
�

M��  (8) 

Where ; is an integer not less than 0, so the following equation is developed. 
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 ��8!�:;�& = R		1					!;：even&	−1				!;：odd	&F (9) 

To lead the equation (10) from the equation (9). 

 exp!�:;�& = !−1&� (10) 

Substituting the equation (10) into the equation (8) lead to the equation (11). 

 �� = � ���MZ/	Z�M ]�`−����!MW�&/	a�	
�
��� ^	
�

M��  (11) 

The inside of {} in equation (11) is the sum of the geometric progression. Therefore, equation 

(12) is derived. 

 

 
�`−����!MW�&/	a�	
�
��� = b	c−����!MW�&/	 = 1d0		c−����!MW�&/	 ≠ 1dF (12) 

When 2 π (J + �) /  = 1, 2!J + �&/ is an integer and odd number. Also, � and Jare0 ≤ � ≤ − 1, 0 ≤ J ≤  − 1.These relationships are satisfying the relationship of equation (13). 

 J = N2 − �	!J#g	& (13) 

Equation (14) is derived from equations (11), (12) and (13). 

 �� = ���{i/�
�	!MNO		&}Z/	Z�kZ
�!MNO		&  

 = ckZ
�!MNO		&�kZ
�!MNO		& (14) 

 

Figure 2.The time domain signal of CAZAC-OFDM
[8] 
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Figure 3.The time domain signal points of 

the CAZAC-OFDM Signals on the complex phase plane. 

 

 

Figure 4. Demerit of increasing number of subcarriers in OFDM 

Equation (14) shows that CAZAC precoding converts the PAPR of the OFDM time domain 

signal into the PAPR of a single-carrier signal. Figure 2 shows the image diagram of the CAZAC-

OFDM time domain signal. Among the components of the coefficient �, only one was reinforced, 

all others cancel each other. 

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the time domain signal points of CAZAC-OFDM, which shows the IQ-

MOD input in Fig. 1. The discrete-time signal points of QPSK CAZAC-OFDM line up on the 

unit circle orbit as shown in Fig. 3 (a), and the discrete-time signal points of 16QAM CAZAC-

OFDM signal are on the three concentric circle orbits as shown in Fig. 3 (b).  

Figure 4 shows demerit of increasing number of subcarriers in OFDM. In the conventional 

OFDM, PAPR also deteriorates as the number of subcarriers increases, but CAZAC-OFDM can 

improve PAPR as much as single carrier without depending on the number of subcarriers. This 

characteristic is very suitable for the recent trend of increasing the communication speed by 

increasing the number of subcarriers. 
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3. SPECTRAL CONTROL 

 

3.1. Procedure of Spectral Control 
 
To make the discrete-time OFDM signal with the proper pass band characteristics, we set the 

subcarrier allocation as shown in Fig.5. This process is equivalent to severe filtering. That is, 

while spectral control can be performed, transient response occurs between signal points. 

However, due to oversampling, this transient response part appears as an interpolation point 

between the original signal points in the time domain. Here, we set the FFT size of CAZAC-

OFDM to 1024. Therefore, four times interpolated (oversampled) FFT size becomes to 4096 and 

three interpolation points are inserted between the original signal points. 

 

The CAZAC-OFDM signal at the IQ-MOD output in Fig. 1 is an analog signal wave which deals 

with the pass band signal with a carrier frequency of fc in the continuous time domain. Since fc in 

general is much higher than 1/Ts, a continuous-time base band OFDM signal with the symbol 

period Ts and the corresponding pass band signal with the carrier frequency fc have almost the 

same waveform. However, in general, the waveform for the discrete-time baseband signal may 

not be the same as that for the continuous-time baseband signal. In practice, the PAPR for the 

continuous-time baseband signal can be measured only after implementing the actual hardware, 

including digital-to-analog convertor (DAC). 

 

In other words, measurement of the PAPR for the continuous-time baseband signal is not 

straightforward. Therefore, there must be some means of estimating the PAPR from the discrete-

time signal. Fortunately, it is known that the discrete-time baseband signal can show almost the 

same PAPR as the continuous-time baseband signal if it is four times interpolated (oversampled) 

[9]. 

 

The first task to consider is that the CAZAC-OFDM spectrum of 1024 subcarriers with the 

bandwidth (BW) of 18MHz is centered on the carrier frequency of fc, 27MHz bandwidth to the 

left, i.e., the space of 1536 null subcarriers, and in the same way 27 MHz bandwidth to the right.  

A block diagram of the generation of CAZAC-OFDM symbols is shown inFig.6.  

 

The second step to produce the signal is to apply a transmit filtering with proper roll-off by a 

FFT-window processing, and to avoid aliasing by low-pass filtering. 

 

 

Figure 5. Subcarrier allocation based on four times interpolated (oversampled) FFT processing. 
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Table I. Major Simulation Parameters 

Number of CAZAC Subcarriers 1024 [Data: 1019, Pilot: 5] 

IFFT & FFT size 4096 

Symbol Period Ts 57μsec 

Guard Interval 5μsec 

Modulation of Subcarriers 16QAM 

Data Rate 65.74 Mbps 

Channel Model 

AWGN 

Flat Rayleigh Fading 

-Doppler Frequency (mnop): 8.6 × 10
t 

Frequency Selective Fading 

-Notch Filter  

Center frequency 0Hz 

Bandwidth 70kHz 

Gain -7dBm 

 

 

 

Figure 6. The CAZAC-OFDM transmitter based on four times interpolated (oversampled) FFT processing. 

 

Figure 7. The receiver block diagram for spectral controlled CAZAC-OFDM signal. 

 

3.2. Simulation Results 

 
We carried out our simulation with the MATLAB/Simulink to evaluate the performance of the 

system. Table I summarizes the simulation parameters.  

 

Figure 8 shows the spectrum for the 16QAM CAZAC-OFDM system when oversampling and 

filtering are performed. It is confirmed that the spectral performance satisfies the 3GPP LTE 

specifications. 
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Figure 8. The spectrum controlled 16QAM CAZAC-OFDM signal. 

4. PAPR CONTROL 

4.1. Procedure of PAPR Control 

The CAZAC precoding scheme makes the PAPR of M-array quadrature amplitude modulation 

(M-QAM) OFDM signals into the PAPR of M-QAM single-carrier signals [7]. Therefore, it 

dramatically improves the PAPR of OFDM signals.  However, an aggressive spectral control 

results in a high level of correction required in the out of band region, resulting in greater peak 

regrowth and lead to unacceptable degradation of the PAPR [9]. 

Figure 9 shows the amplitude of band pass and four times oversampled QPSK CAZAC-OFDM 

signal with subcarrier allocation shown in Fig. 5. Here, it is known that actual analog signal, i.e., 

continuous-time signal, can be simulated by discrete-time signal with four times oversampling. 

The original sample points of QPSK are all the same amplitude. However, the interpolation point 

generated after spectral shaping causes amplitude fluctuation. This means obvious degradation of 

the PAPR. 

One simplest approach of improving the PAPR is to clip amplitude of interpolating points over to 

a fixed level, because the amplitude of interpolating points has not important information. Correct 

demodulation of CAZAC-OFDM signals requires only values of the original sample points, and it 

is possible to skip out the values of the interpolating points. Therefore, if the clipping boundary is 

greater than or equal to the maximum value of the original sample point, it can be clipped without 

affecting the BER performance. 
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Figure 9. Amplitude of band pass and oversampled QPSK CAZAC-OFDM signal in the time domain. 

 

Figure 10.The time domain signal points of bandpass and oversampled CAZAC-OFDM signal on the 

complex phase plane. 

 

Figure 11.The time domain signal points of band pass and oversampled CAZAC-OFDM signal with 

clipped amplitude processing. 

 

(a) QPSK (b) 16QAM 

(a)  QPSK (b)  16QAM 
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4.2. Simulation Results 

Figure 10 shows the time domain signal points of band pass and four times over sampled 

CAZAC-OFDM signal with subcarrier allocation shown in Fig. 5. The original sample points of 

16QAM CAZAC-OFDM signal are on the three concentric circle orbits as shown in Fig. 3 (b). 

However, many of the interpolating points overfly to outer side of the largest circle orbit. This 

means obvious degradation of the PAPR. 

As noted previously, correct demodulation of CAZAC-OFDM signals requires only values of the 

original sample points, which are all in the inner-side of the largest circle orbit of 16QAM 

CAZAC-OFDM signal, and it is possible to clip amplitude of the interpolating sample points. 

Figure 11 shows the time domain signal points of band pass and oversampled 16-QAM CAZAC-

OFDM signal with clipped amplitude processing. 

We first considered the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of PAPR to 

evaluate the performance of PAPR, which is the probability that PAPR will be higher than a 

certain PAPR value PAPR0, i.e., Pr (PAPR > PAPR0). Figure 12 plots the CCDF of PAPR of 

16QAM CAZAC-OFDM system with and without clipping, as well as the conventional 16QAM 

OFDM and single-carrier 16QAM systems. We found that the PAPR of the 16QAM CAZAC-

OFDM system with clipping was almost equal to that of the single-carrier 16QAM system. 

Moreover, the PAPR of the 16QAM CAZAC-OFDM system with clipping was improved by 6.3 

dB at the CCDF of 10-2 compared with the conventional 16QAM OFDM system.  

Figure 13 shows spectrum for the 16QAM CAZAC-OFDM system with clipping. The spectral 

performance looks acceptable although a little degradation is observed. The result indicates the 

clipping does not bring serious effect to the spectral performance.  

We next examined the bit error rate (BER) of the proposed system. We considered the additive 

white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Figure 14 shows the BER performances of the 16QAM CAZAC-

OFDM systems with clipping which are applied for AWGN channels. The results indicate that the 

CAZAC-OFDM system with clipping does not degrade BER performances.  

Then, flat Rayleigh fading was considered as a fading channel and a notch filter was considered 

as a frequency selective channel. This BER characteristic is shown in Figure 15. For the flat 

fading channel, CAZAC-OFDM was improved by about 6 dB at the BER of 10
-3

 compared with 

the conventional OFDM. Also, in the frequency selective channel, a certain error occurs in the 

conventional OFDM even in a portion with a high SNR. However, in CAZAC-OFDM, since the 

information of each subcarrier is dispersed throughout the signal by the CAZAC precoder, it has a 

frequency diversity effect, and even if a specific frequency is lost, the influence becomes small. 

Figure 16 shows PAPR vs. Power Added Efficiency in typical PA in the frequency band of 

800MHz-2GHz [10]. For a linear amplification, PAs should be operated at the point back off 

from the saturation point, i.e., the 1dB-gain-suppression-pint to be exact. Here, the value of the 

back off should correspond to the PAPR of the input signal for a linear amplification.  As a large 

value of the back off brings degradation of PAE, the PAE in the conventional OFDM scheme 

becomes only 14%. On the other hand, it is expected that the PAE in the CAZAC-OFDM scheme 

with clipping is 38%. This is comparable value of single carrier signal scheme, i.e., the SC-FDM 

scheme. 
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Fig. 12. PAPR of the proposed CAZAC-OFDM. 

 

Fig. 13. Spectrum of the 16QAM CAZAC-OFDM Signal with clipping. 

 

Fig. 14. BER performances of the CAZAC-OFDM under AWGN channel. 
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Fig. 15. BER performances of the CAZAC-OFDM under Fading Channel 

 

Fig. 16. PAPR vs. Power Added Efficiency of the PA[10]. 
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Table II. Comparisons of PAPR, PAE and Power Consumption of the PA
[10]

 with each waveform. 

Waveform 

(16QAM) 

PAPR [dB] 

@CCDF=1% 

PAPR Reduction 

[dB] 

PAE 

[%] 

Power Consumption 

@PTx:200mW [mW] 

CAZAC-OFDM 

with clipping 
4.5 6.3 38 526 

CAZAC-OFDM 

w/o clipping 
8.5 2.3 20 1000 

Single Carrier 4.2 6.6 40 500 

Conv. OFDM 10.8 - 14 1429 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper provides available control procedure for PAPR and spectrum managements for the 

CAZAC-OFDM system. One simplest approach of improving the PAPR is to introduce the four-

times oversampling technique and to clip the amplitude of the interpolating points to a fixed level. 

An accurate clipping boundary is easily defined because we can manage the amplitude of the 

time-domain signal of CAZAC-OFDM like a single-carrier signal. As the correct demodulation of 

CAZAC-OFDM signals requires only values of the original signal points, we can improve the 

PAPR without any degradation of the BER and a little degradation of the spectrum by the 

clipping. The CAZAC-OFDM scheme provides high-efficiency operation of power amplifiers, 

i.e., the PAE of 38%, the power consumption of the PAs becomes about one-third of those of 

conventional OFDM scheme, and it is comparable value of single carrier signal scheme, i.e., the 

SC-FDM scheme. Furthermore, although the PAPR of conventional OFDM scheme strongly 

deteriorates as increasing the number of subcarriers, the PAPR of the CAZAC-OFDM scheme 

does not depend on the number of subcarriers.  

Therefore, we believe the CAZAC-OFDM scheme can use for uplink channels of future wireless 

mobile communication systems. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper is concerned with the development of interactive systems for smart meeting rooms. 

Automated recognition of video events is an important research area.  We present an LTL 

(Linear Temporal Logic) model of basic objects and activities recognition in smart meeting 

rooms using object attribute details. There are still problems of misrecognizing objects in 

existing visual recognition methods because lack of enough feature attributive information 

details. This paper investigates morphological approach to increase recognition accuracy using 

variability in a limited area of moving object using object attribute details.  The proposed 

methods are also compared to popular and recent methods of visual object and event 

recognition. 
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Events Recognition and Tracking, Morphological Feature Characteristics 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper is concerned with design of automated interactive systems for smart meeting rooms. 

Design of automated visual recognition of video events is an important research area to support 

interactive systems in a very early stage of development. Events and behaviours can be modelled 

in the context of related visual recognized objects. Previous works [1][2][3] are still unable to 

visually localize speaker of the meeting rooms and need the help of audio features to identify the 

speaker. Other researchers [4][5][6] explained smart meeting rooms modelling but did not 

focused on visual events and behaviours which are important features of smart room systems. 

This paper aims to focus on visual events or behaviours in the smart meeting room systems 

including visual localization of the speaker. Research done by [1] uses predefined chair and 

speaker position. However, in the real situation without predefined scenarios, problems still occur 

in correctness of object identification due to various object position and illumination [7]. In 

addition to the face features, the speaker or the participants identification can also be done from 

other personal attributes such as clothes texture, ties, hair, headscarves, etc. Events and 

behaviours are also identified visually as the speaker entering the room or approaching the 

podium, talking, leaving the podium, etc. The participants’ interactivity through dialogue can also 

be identified visually. 
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The object detection using the popular HOG-SVM (Histogram of Oriented Gradients – Support 

Vector Machines) method still has problems of correctness due to various object position and 

illumination [7]. Human visual recognition algorithm has been developed and shows success only 

in controlled environment featuring face, iris, human action and behaviour [8][9]. Face detection 

algorithm has been developed and shows success in featuring facial landmarks such as corners of 

the eyes, the tip of the nose, the mouth, the eyebrows, and the face boundaries using regressing 

trees [10]. The work describes specific face landmarks in detail features or characteristics such as 

the eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth. However, the facial landmarks method is still not able to 

describe enough information of facial features compared to human perception capabilities of face 

recognition. There are still problems with human identification using face and body features 

while they are moving in pose variation [7]. Many statistical and machine learning methods need 

huge amount or training data taken from human perception or knowledge about objects [10], but 

it is still incomplete collected training data [11]. Besides statistical methods, syntactical methods 

include hierarchical, relational, structural, and morphological methods have been developed for 

face recognition [12][13][14][15]. Structural hierarchical and relational methods have been done 

for high level abstraction of image objects modelling, but still have problems for low level 

implementation [12][13]. Many researchers have developed various human activities and 

behaviour recognition, such as walking, sitting, bending, and some sport activities, and less work 

of person identification that does the activities [15]. 

 

Personal identification is not only using face, but also can use other personal attributes such as 

hair, hat, headscarves, body posture, or clothing. Personal attributes can be detected using HOG-

SVM, for example the textile textures in clothing. Khan [16] combines colour attributes and 

shapes and learned using HOG-SVM. Works by Nurhaida [17] use SIFT for static textile images, 

and less movement of the person wearing the textile. Work by Reddy [18] uses LBP and GLCM 

combined with KNN and SVM to extract features. Kalantidis [19] uses SIFT and LBP for 

clothing recognition in different appearances. 

 

In visual object detection, object features has also been investigated through SIFT, SURF, 

BRISK, BRIEF, FREAK, AKAZE, and ORB [20][21][22][23][24] which are based on corner 

detector as the best features. They work for simple objects with simple background but fails in 

more complex objects and complex background. The corner-based methods result in basically 

random match features which are far from correctness in matching object pairs, and need 

extended areas from the corner points, for example, using curves for describing shapes. The 

corner points only do not describe shapes and position of object features. 

 

The popular method HOG-SVM has high accuracy in describing face landmarks using thousands 

of mean-shapes from provided samples classified by regression tree using fit scores. This 

provides difference or tolerance values from the mean shapes [10] [25], and able to work with 

simple shapes / curves, but still have problem with sharp curves / non-simple curves. LBP method 

[8] can be applied in different size of pixels because of histogram size normalization. However, 

LBP and HOG-SVM cannot be applied in small size of pixels describing small features. They 

require more or less similar size of pixels and make distribution of grey level without maintaining 

the pixel positions. GLCM [18] requires too specific and overfitting pattern with lack of 

generalization or tolerance due to object position and pose changes. HOG SVM in [10] [25] with 

high accuracy still has ambiguity results which can be eliminated using additional pixels 

information processing using pixel grey level curve distance evaluation such as Manhattan 

distance. Problem with illumination are solved using HOG-SVM, but more precise result 

revalidated using grey level pixel values. Solving ambiguity in HOG-SVM method basically give 

primal guidance that all objects can be detected using provided samples by their appearances. 

 

Related objects can elaborate more complex problem in scene understanding in wider context of 

objects, for example in recognition of events, activities or behaviours of moving human objects, 
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such as human activities or behaviours. In this paper we use lecture and conference activities in a 

smart meeting room as a study case of events recognition. Images processed from videos which 

are sampled from courtesy of Youtube [26][27]. 

 

2. MODELLING BASIC OBJECTS AND ACTIVITIES OF SMART MEETING 

ROOM 

 
Personal visual recognition performance using face and body postures can decrease because of 

movement in different poses [7]. To better recognized and discriminate personal face and body 

characteristics, we can use attributes of the human object such as the eyes, nose, mouth, hair, 

headscarf, hat, ties, fabric cloth texture, etc. [28][29][30][31][32][33]. After personal recognition, 

related events should be recognized in videos by tracking consecutive events or activities. For 

events or activities recognition, formal models are used for reasoning. In paper by [34] video 

events are modelled using Petri nets and formalized using LTL (Linear Temporal Logic) formulas 

to provide guidance for programming implementation. 

 

Basic activities that can be recognized visually in lecture / conference activities in the meeting 

room include the speaker identification using attributes details, different attributes of the 

participants, the speaker and the participant activities, layout of display, podium, tables and chairs 

related to speaker and participants position. This paper focuses on visual recognition without 

neither predefined position of the camera nor the speaker. Room layouts such as round tables 

arrangements as recognized objects are included in the model, for example it is useful for 

controlling dynamic movement of cameras or microphones in smart rooms. The speaker 

recognition is the central of the system, and recognized not only from the face, but also from 

detail attributes and behaviours. In this paper we focus on detail attributes, behaviours of the 

speaker and the participants of the conference, and the room layouts. For example, we use semi 

round tables layout as depicted in Figure 1, and we model the semi round tables layout in LTL 

formulae as follows. 

 

Figure 1.  An example of semi round tables arrangement 

GFs      (1) 

 

s⊨ ���⋀���⋀��� … ⋀����    (2) 

 

where 

 

s  = satisfied condition of semi round tables arrangement 

a1 = the first position of detected person / chair facing right 

a2 = the second position detected person / chair facing right 

a3 = the third position detected person / chair facing right 

a4 = the fourth position of detected person / chair facing left 

a5 = the fifth position detected person / chair facing left 
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a6 = the sixth position detected person / chair facing left 

a7 = the first position of detected person / chair facing table 

a8 = the second position of detected person / chair facing table 

a9 = the third position of detected person / chair facing table 

a10 = the fourth position of detected person / chair facing table 

a11 = the fifth position detected person / chair facing table 

a12 = the sixth position detected person / chair facing table 

b1= b2 = b3 = b4 = four small tables 

or replaced by b5= one big table. 

 

a4 ⊨(�a41⋀�a42⋀�a43) ⋁(�a44⋀ �a45⋀ �a46)      (3) 
 

where 

 

a41 = x-coordinate left position of the person / chair a1< x-coordinate left position of the table b1 

a42 = y-coordinate top position of the person / chair a1≥ y-coordinate top position of the table b1 

a43 = y-coordinate bottom position of the person / chair a1≤ y-coordinate bottom position of the 

table b2  

a44 = x-coordinate left position of the person / chair a1< x-coordinate left position of the table b5 

a45 = y-coordinate top position of the person / chair a1≥ y-coordinate top position of the table b5 

a46 = y-coordinate bottom position of the person / chair a1≤ y-coordinate bottom position of the 

table b5 

 

We define an example of a speaker through talking activity and tie attribute as follows. 

  � = count(talk) ≥ϵ     (4) 

  ¬ � = count(talk) <ϵ     (5) 

  Ψ = (Gt⋀ (�R d))     (6) 

where t  =  the person is wearing a tie and d  =  counting mouth movement (talking) as described 
in Figure 2. �is a condition when the counting d exceeds a number ϵ which is an assumption of a 
number of mouth detected opening which is also based on position differences between detected 
upper and lower lips from theprevious frame-to-frame movement, and also based on counting of 
the second order differences of the position differences between the detected upper and lower lips 
as a representation of talking mouth movement. In equation (7) and Figure 3, we also define an 
example of an interactive participant which does not have a speaker attributes, probably raises 
hand and stands up for question talks. 
 
 G¬ψ⋀ Fh ⋀X((Fc)⋁(�R d) )    (7) 

where 

 
¬ψ = that person is not a speaker (maybe a participant) 
c= the person is standing up (probably eventually)  
d = counting mouth movement (talking) 
� = count(talk) ≥ϵ1 
h= the person raise hand 
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Figure 2. LTL diagram of talking counting and tie attribute 

 
 

Figure 3.  LTL diagram of participant interactivity 

 

In Figure 4, we define an example of a speaker detected with tie attribute and talking activities. 

We also define other general personal detail attributes such as hair, hat, headscarf, and clothing 

textile patterns.  

 
 

Figure 4. Petri nets diagram of personal detail detection 

 
In Figure 5, we define a scenario of a person movement towards a detected podium, being near 

podium, talks, and then move away after finish talking. Figure 6 and Figure 7 describe in further 

details about a person movement detected from position coordinate changes and being near 

podium coordinates, and eventually detected as a speaker. 
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Figure 5. Petri nets diagram of speaker scenario 

 

 

Figure 6. Petri nets diagram of moving speaker 

 

Figure 8 also describes a speaker detected from collected score of checking detected tie, being 

near podium coordinates, and talking activities from detected lips moving coordinates. 

 

Figure 7. Petri nets diagram of speaker near podium 
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Figure 8. Petri nets diagram of defining speaker properties 

 

3. DETAIL ATTRIBUTE DETECTION USING GRADIENTS 

We use an alternative of human recognition to recognize hair texture on moving person in the 

smart meeting room. In case of small size of the object region of interest (ROI), for example for 

far objects from camera which implies smaller size of ROIs, we cannot use HOG-SVM due to 

size of small size area. We cannot also use LBP due to value similarities which are not able to 

distinguish true and false features. We use Multiple Linear Regression formulas in [31] to 

describe feature of objects. Examples for identification of the speaker’s white hair texture 

distinguished from the audience’s brown hair with guidance of face landmark position are shown 

in Figure 9 and Figure 10. With position guidance of face landmarks and HOG-SVM object 

learning [25][35] detection area, we pick hair texture samples from one frame in video and 

compare them to the other frames. We formulate the pixel grey level value differences below, and 

then calculate a mean value between � and �. 

 <3C |�| < 4C , � = ����|��� = �� − ����	 ∩	��� < 0�   (8) 

<5C |�| < 6C , � = ����|��� = �� − ����	 ∩	��� > 0�  (9) 

The step in � and � sets are getting the optimum number of pixel points in certain ranges which 

have negative (or positive) gradients ���with their successor points in the curve of pixel gray 

levels.  

In Table I we use the formulas to describe similarity between sample and tested object features in 

moving person. We use three ROIs to enable variability of feature areas in moving object, but still 

in guidance of face landmarks. For example, experiment 1 ROI 2 shows a minimum mean value 

of pixel gradients � and � values, and all other experiments in Table I also shows a minimum 

value at least on an ROI, which is an expected result of the mean formula. In the other side, 

Manhattan distance calculation fails to show consistent behavior while giving lower value in false 

features in Table II experiment 4 ROI 1 and higher value in true features in Table I experiment 5 

ROI 2. In correct location area, the distance values are expected to be consistently lower in true 

features and higher in false features. The true and false features are then validated by human eyes, 

and the mean formula is expected to show consistent expected results. 
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Table 1.  Distance measurement comparison examples for true features. 

Experiment ROI Mean Manhattan 

1 

1 38 2454 

2 5 1301 

3 7 4082 

2 

1 38 2454 

2 7 1340 

3 3 4092 

3 

1 13 2688 

2 11 4506 

3 6 4520 

4 

1 5 2932 

2 10 4412 

3 2 4614 

5 

1 81 41662 

2 6 36304 

3 41 17976 

6 

1 73 41640 

2 17 33918 

3 72 21699 

 

Table 2.  Distance measurement comparison examples for false features. 

Experiment ROI Mean Manhattan 

1 

1 105 45000 

2 100 46247 

3 85 45045 

2 

1 105 45027 

2 98 46287 

3 92 45432 

3 

1 106 45423 

2 104 46321 

3 101 44936 

4 

1 78 15647 

2 23 29486 

3 40 33221 

5 

1 82 16664 

2 22 29313 

3 33 32859 

6 

1 242 66257 

2 118 121455 

3 138 158312 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Speaker white hair texture feature, picture is courtesy of Youtube [26] 
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Figure 10. Audience hair texture feature, picture is courtesy of Youtube [26] 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In Table 1 and Table 2, we use mean measurement formula (8) and (9) to clearly distinct true 

features from false features. Table 1 show mean values on each ROI for each experiment, and for 

each experiment there exist minimum mean values which are less than 20 for true features and 

more than 20 for false feature. The minimum mean values occur on at least one of the ROIs of 

each experiment of true features. In the other side, Manhattan distance measurement cannot 

distinguish clearly between true and false features. 

 

Choices of segmentation methods and ROI areas are important for defining detail features of 

object detection. ROI area variability can be extended with guidance of other relatively more 

reliable features such as face landmarks. There are also possibilities of combining criteria with 

other attributes such as a person wearing ties. Another challenge is noisy background of the 

objects. The detection methods can be combined with other features such as colour, but colour 

attribute is not always useful in outdoor sunny daylight environment which may affect brighter 

object colour. 

 

Basic objects and activities in smart meeting room are also as the results of objects and activities 

detection using the LTL formulas and petri nets implementation. Figure 11 shows speaker 

detection through tie attributes, mouth movement counting, and white hair property in ROIs. In 

this figure, the mean formula shows white hair property similarity as the lowest value 3 in the 

bottom ROI position, when Manhattan formula shows inconsistently higher value 4449 compared 

to 2630 and 1381, also when LBP formula shows indistinctive all zero values in all the ROIs.  

Figure 12 shows an audience with no tie attributes, and no white hair property since the lowest 

mean value is 10 which is higher than 3 as the value of white hair property, when Manhattan 

formula also shows inconsistently higher value compared to other ROIs, and LBP formula shows 

errors. Figure 13 shows moving person detected, and speaker detected from clothing pattern in 

the middle ROIs which has the lowest mean value, but LBP formula shows inconsistent higher 

value in the middle ROI. Finally, in Figure 14 LTL formulas can determine a speaker movement 

and positioned near podium which is also previously detected by HOG-SVM object detection. 

Figure 14 also shows the lowest mean value in the bottom ROI, when LBP shows inconsistent 

higher value in the bottom ROI. Figure 15 is demonstrated by Yolo [36] object detection with 

correct position of a person, chairs, and a table, but it still misrecognizes a working desk as a 

dining table. Figure 15 also shows indistinctive similar LBP values for all three ROIs, when the 

mean value shows the lowest value in the bottom ROI for clothing pattern similarity. The mean 

formula can distinct object properties in some cases better than HOG and LBP because it 

maintains the pixel positions rather than distribution of pixel values, also the mean formula works 

better than HOG and LBP on small size of picture patches as the object properties. 
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Figure 11. Speaker detected from tie attributes, mouth movement counting, and white hair property in one 

of the three ROIs, picture is courtesy of Youtube [26] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Participant detected from no tie attribute, mouth movement counting, and no white hair property 

in one of the three ROIs, picture is courtesy of Youtube [26] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Moving person detected, and speaker detected from clothing pattern in one of the three ROIs, 

picture is courtesy of Youtube [26] 
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Figure 14. Moving speaker detected near podium, and speaker detected from clothing pattern in one of the 

three ROIs, picture is courtesy of Youtube [27] 

 
 

Figure 15. Person, table and chair detected positions using Yolo [36], and a person detected from clothing 

pattern in one of the three ROIs 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper has shown a LTL model and its implementation on visual objects and activities 

recognition in smart meeting rooms. We have also shown that optimum number of pixel points in 

certain ranges which have negative (or positive) gradients of grey level pixel values can be used 

to distinct features to increase attribute detail recognition. There are still challenges to distinct 

more features to increase accuracy of moving object and event recognition. Another possibility is 

using variability of the gradient sequence. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Every year, lakhs of students right from college enter professional life through various 

recruitment activities conducted by the organization. The allotment of projects to the new 

recruits, carried out by the HR team of the organization is usually a manual affair. It is a time 

consuming and a tedious process as it involves manually opening each resume and analysing it 

one by one in order to assign a project. Companies round the globe are leveraging the power of 

artificial intelligence and machine learning to increase their productivity. In this paper, we 

present one such use case wherein artificial intelligence is leveraged by the organisation in 

allotment of projects to the new recruits. Current machine learning tools help in the allotment of 

projects to a few known popular domains on which the classifier has been trained explicitly. We 

tackle the problem with an ensemble learning based voting classifier consisting of 5 individual 

machine learning classifiers, voting to classify the profile of the candidate into the relevant 

domain. The knowledge extracted from the profiles for which there is no majority consensus 

among the individual classifiers is used to retrain the model. The proposed model achieves a 

higher accuracy in classifying resumes to proper domains than a standard machine learning 

classifier which is solely dependent on the training set for classification. Overall, emphasis is 

laid out on building a dynamic machine learning automation tool which is not solely dependent 

on the training data in allotment of projects to the new recruits. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Ensemble learning based voting classifier, Dynamic classification, Artificial Intelligence, 

Resume classifier, Association Rule Learning, Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The jobs in the IT sector has been growing exponentially ever since it’s inception. Companies 

round the globe recruit thousands of young talent every year. The new recruits have to be allotted 

projects by the organisation. Usually, HR team is entrusted with the responsibility of allotting the 

projects to fresh recruits, which is usually a manual affair. Manual allotment of projects to the 

new recruits by analysing the resumes of the candidates one by one is a tedious and a redundant 

process. In this paper, we have investigated a mechanism which helps the HR team in allotting 

the projects to the fresh recruits by considering the skill sets, interests and work experience 

mentioned in the resume of the candidates. The world of AI has grown significantly in the last 

decade or so. With the availability of large amounts of data, major tech companies round the 

globe are leveraging the concept of machine learning to increase productivity. According to 

recent  survey  by  computer giant IBM [9], there is roughly about 2.5 Exabyte which corresponds  
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to about 2.5 billion gigabytes (GB) of data in the world. With the advent of big data tools like 

Hadoop, Spark, companies are capable of storing and analysing large amounts of data to build 

data hungry machine learning models for the purpose of automation. Enterprises these days are on 

a spree of expansion in new fields. Hence, they recruit individuals with varied specialization in 

order to gain traction in different fields. The current machine learning tools for resume 

classification do not entertain the resumes of candidates with specialization other than a few 

known, popular fields of domain on which it has been trained on. Thus, they fail to map the 

profiles with varied specialisation to projects. The main objective of our tool is to solve this issue 

by introducing the element of dynamism during classification of an instance of resume. This is 

achieved by building a model which is in a constant learning mode. For those resumes with 

specializations that has not been included in the training set, the tool extracts the features out of 

the resume, analyses and passes the knowledge extracted from the profile to a REST API trained 

on the stack-overflow dump for additional information on the category of domain to which the 

profile belongs to. Once the related topics based on the results from the Association Rule Mining 

of the Questions and Answers of the data dump is retrieved, it is analysed and subjected to topic 

modelling to extract relevant domain for the profile. The specialization of the resume is then 

added to the training set along with the extracted features. The process of training is then repeated 

in regular intervals in order to train the classifier on the new specializations. In this way, we 

eliminate the dependency of the model solely on the training set for categorization of resume and 

hence, eliminate the limitations of current machine learning models in the market specialized for 

this purpose. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
Considerable work has been accomplished in the field of text categorization by leveraging the 

concepts of machine learning in recent times [10]. In [1], the authors compare the different 

machine learning techniques which can be employed for text categorization [5]. But in this case, 

the categories into which the text would be classified is specified during the training phase. The 

model would then classify the text to a domain based on the training data alone. In [2] the authors 

proposea K-Nearest Neighbours machine learning classifier to classify a text into different 

clusters. V Ram and Prasanna have highlighted the importance of neural networks in the analysis 

of textual data [3]. They have argued that by feeding the neural networks with enough examples, 

the network would be able to predict the category of the text data in the test set more accurately 

than the conventional machine learning algorithms. Yieng Huang and Jingdeng Chen have argued 

for a deep learning model to classify text data [4]. Deep learning models which are a special 

variant of the neural networks discussed above are data hungry. These models have more than 

one hidden layers compared to conventional neural network models. Previously, research in the 

field of text categorisation has been solely dependent upon the training data. Our model aims at 

eliminating the sole dependency on the training set for mapping of profiles to the projects.  

 

3. OUR APPROACH 

 

Figure 1. Block Diagram 
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The application developed comprises of two main modules as shown in Figure 1. The modules 

are: a) Natural Language Processing Pipeline (NLPP) and b) Classification modu

of the new recruits are fed as an input to the NLPP 

module converts the resume into tokens

actual classification of the resume into a 

convert the resume input into tokens. 

classification module. The classification module analyses the list of tokens generated by the 

NLPP module in order to allot a domain to the

the relevance of the candidate wi

extracted from the resume of the candidate. Hence, instead of only giving details about

suitable domain for the resume, the relevance

the form of graph. The results from the graph aids the HR team of the organisation in allotting the 

projects to the candidates, eliminating the tedious process of

analysing them manually. 

 

4. NATURAL LANGUAGE

Figure 2: Flow chart of NLPP module

Figure 2 gives a detailed overvi

projects based on the content present

candidates are subjected to a NLPP 

3 depicts a portion of sample machine learning profile.

Figure 3: Portion of a sample machine learning profile
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4.1. Tokenization 

 
The sentences in the resume are segmented to obtain tokens. The delimiter for tokenization is the 

space character.  Tokenization involves breaking up of the portion of the machine learning 

resume into tokens as depicted in Figure 4. The sentence in the resume, “sentiment analysis and 

classification using tensorflow in MIT”, is converted into a list of tokens comprising of individual 

words “sentiment”, “analysis”, “and”, “classification”,“using”,“tensorflow”,“MIT”. 

 

 

Figure 4: Tokens 

 

4.2. Stop Word Deletion 

 
Usually the resumes of the candidates are filled with redundant words such as 'is, and' etc. Such 

terms are called stop words. The removal of such simple stop words from the tokens obtained in 

the previous step resulted in a 28% rise in the efficiency of the classification model. The 

elimination is important because inclusion of stop words in the training set would result in false 

learning by the classifier, which would limit the efficiency of classification. The tokens, 

generated in the last step involve a stop word “and”. The word does not hold significance in the 

classification of the resume. Hence, the word is deleted from the tokens as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5: Tokens after stop word deletion 

4.3. Parts of Speech Tagging 

 
POS tagging is the next step followed in the NLPP. The step involves tagging the Part of 

Speeches to each of the tokens obtained after eliminating the stop words. English language has 8 

different part of speeches:  Verb, Noun, Adjective, Adverb, Pronoun, Preposition, Conjunction, 

Interjection. The tools and technologies used, Projects undertaken by the candidate is a noun or a 

pronoun. Since, the allotment of domain to the resume is dependent mainly on these features, 

only the tokens labelled as nouns and pronouns (NNP) are considered for the next step of NLPP. 

This step reduces the computation as the number of words considered for classification is reduced 

greatly. The POS tagging [7] of the tokens is shown in Figure 6. Only the tokens labelled as 

nouns move to the next stage in the pipeline. 

 

 

Figure 6: Tokens with POS tagging 

NNP: Noun or a pronoun 

ADJ: Adjective 

VB: Verb 
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4.4. Named Entity Recognition

All the tokens labelled nouns and pro

tokens include the names of the candidate, 

are eliminated in the present stage of the pipeline by identifying 

organizations and place name tokens

the candidate. This is the final step of the pre

this step are considered by the classifier

name, place or organization in this s

shown in Figure 8 move to the classification module.

Figure 7: Tokens with Named Entity recognition 

The process is repeated for every sentence in the r

of tokens are then forwarded to the classifier module

5. CLASSIFICATION MODULE

The classifier module receives the set of tokens from the NLPP module and is responsible for the 

classification of resumes into spe

involved in the module is shown

based voting classifier consisting of 5 different machine learning classifiers. The learning 

algorithms constituting the voting classifier

Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Stochastic 

Figure 9
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4.4. Named Entity Recognition 

ll the tokens labelled nouns and pronouns are subjected to Named Entity Recognition

include the names of the candidate, educational institutions and place names. The

are eliminated in the present stage of the pipeline by identifying the candidate names, 

tokens, which are of trivial importance for allotment of a project to 

. This is the final step of the pre-processing pipeline. The tokens emerging out of

considered by the classifier for classification. The tokens which are recognized as 

name, place or organization in this step are eliminated as shown in figure 7. Only the contents 

shown in Figure 8 move to the classification module. 

 

Figure 7: Tokens with Named Entity recognition  

The process is repeated for every sentence in the resume portion shown in Figure 3.

of tokens are then forwarded to the classifier module as shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Output from NLPP 

ODULE 

The classifier module receives the set of tokens from the NLPP module and is responsible for the 

into specific domains. The flowchart depicting the various steps 

volved in the module is shown in Figure 9. The classifier module is an ensemble 

based voting classifier consisting of 5 different machine learning classifiers. The learning 

voting classifier are Naïve Bayes [6], Linear SVC, Bernoulli NB, 

tochastic Gradient Descent classifiers respectively. 

Figure 9: Flow chart of classification module 
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The set of individual learning classifiers constituting the ensemble learning based voting classifier 

are commonly used learning algorithms in the field of machine learning and form a benchmark 

for any new classifier. The initial set of domains identified are mentioned in Table 1. The training 

data set comprised of 30000 profiles of employee allocated to projects in the domains mentioned 

in table 1, based on their interests and work experiences previously. The data set formed the basis 

of the training set (supervised) of the individual machine learning classifiers constituting the 

ensemble learning based voting classifier. The dataset was divided into training set and a test set 

in 9:1 ratio. Hence, 27000 profiles formed the training set, while the rest 3000 formed the test set.  

Table 1: Initial Domains to be mapped with the profile 

        Domains  

Artificial Intelligence 

Computer Architecture 

Computer Graphics 

Databases 

Distributed Computing 

Computer Networks 

Web Technologies 

 

Each classifier after training predicts the test data based on the learning from the training set. 

Efficiency of the classifier is the percentage of number of right predictions by the classifier on the 

test data. The efficiency of each individual classifier is shown in the Table 2. 

 
Table 2: Efficiency of individual classifiers 

Name of the Classifier Efficiency of prediction in % 

Naïve Bayes  79 

Linear SVC 83 

MNB 93 

Bernoulli NB 89 

Logistic Regression 81 

 

The classifiers are allotted votes based on their respective efficiencies as shown in Table 2. This 

ensures higher influence of the classifier having greater efficiency in categorizing the tokens to a 

domain than the classifier having less efficiency, while mapping the profile to a domain. The 

number of votes given to each classifier is governed by equation 1. 

Number of votes to a classifier X=  
����������		�	�
�������	�

����������		�	�
�������	����	
����	����������	��	�������	����
											(1) 

 

From Table 2, the least efficient classifier is Naïve Bayes (79% efficient), hence the denominator 

for the above equation 1, is 79%. Hence, for Linear SVC (83% efficient), the number of votes 

allotted is83%/79% = 1.05 votes. The votes allotted to individual classifiers is given in Table 3. 
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Table 3:   Distribution of votes between different classifiers 

Name of the Classifier Number of Votes 

Naïve Bayes 1 

Linear SVC 1.05 

MNB 1.17 

Bernoulli NB 1.12 

Logistic Regression 1.025 

 

Confidence of the main classifier for the selection of domain for the set of tokens is the ratio of 

the number of votes casted in favour of the majority class to the total number of votes available 

with the individual classifiers. 

Confidence =  
	������	��	�� �!	"#! 	$%	�#���	��	�#&��$ '	(��#$%

)	��
	�*+,�		�	-	���
																												(2) 

Total number of votes cast by the classifiers are the sum of the votes allotted to the individual 

classifiers. From Table 3, the total votes allotted = 1 (Naïve Bayes) + 1.05 (Linear SVC) + 

1.17(MNB) + 1.12(Bernoulli NB) + 1.025(Logistic Regression) = 5.365. If Naïve Bayes, Linear 

SVC and Bernouli NB choose machine learning domain for the set of tokens from Figure 8, while 

the rest of the classifiers chose distributed computing for the same set of tokens. Machine 

learning domain has a total vote share of 3.17, while distributed computing has a share of 2.195. 

Hence, the machine learning domain with a majority vote share of 3.17 is the domain selected by 

the main classifier. The confidence of the resume classifier from the equation 2 is given as 

3.17/5.365 = 0.590.  

 

Higher confidence of the model depicts higher consensus of the classifiers in selecting the domain 

and higher the chances of the classifier being correct in the decision to classify the set of tokens 

into the right domain. There are some instances, when the votes of the classifiers are cast equally 

on number of different categories. In this case, to break the deadlock, the domain which has been 

voted by the most efficient classifier is chosen.  

 

6. DYNAMIC CLASSIFICATION 
 
A threshold value is set on the confidence with which the resume is classified by the main 

ensemble learning based voting classifier. The threshold value set is 0.55, which is slightly 

greater than half of the total votes allotted to the classifiers. When the main classifier in the 

classification module predicts a set of tokens from the NLPP module with a confidence value less 

than the threshold value set, the classifier withholds the classification of the instance and calls the 

REST API trained on stack exchange dump to find a new category for the resume. A confidence 

value less than 0.55 signifies an absence of consensus among the individual classifiers in 

allotment of project to the resume.   
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Figure 10:  Portion of sample cloud computing resume 

Figure 10 depicts a portion of sample cloud computing profile. Cloud computing does not come 

under any domain listed in Table 1. The sentence in the resume, “specialized in Microsoft 

Azure”, forms a set of tokens after passing through the NLPP pipeline as shown in Figure 11.  

 

 
Figure 11) Tokens generated after NLPP 

The individual classifiers listed in Table 2 are unable to classify the set of tokens generated by the 

NLPP pipeline because of the restricted knowledge of only those domains which are listed in 

Table 1. In such cases, the classifiers do not reach a consensus on the domain to be classified for 

the given resume. The model withholds the classification, calls the REST API which returns a 

plethora of related topics. The new topics returned from the API is based on the results from the 

Association Rule Learning carried out on the dump of Questions and Answers of Stack Overflow. 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)is used for the topic modelling [12]. In natural language 

processing, LDA is a statistical model that allows sets of observations to be explained by 

unobserved groups that clarify why some parts of the data are similar.  

 

Once the topic modelling is completed, the new domain is added to the list of domains in Table 1. 

The new data gathered in the process is added to the training set under the new domain. The 

internal models in Table 2 are then re-trained on the updated training set and the efficiency of the 

classifier is recalculated. A new domain of cloud computing is added to the Table 1, after topic 

modelling of the data returned from the REST API for the tokens shown in Figure 11.  

 

7. RESULTS 
 
Figure 12 depicts the output of the tool for the portion of machine learning resume shown in 

Figure 3.The model correctly classifies the instance of the resume into artificial intelligence 

domain. The classification is driven by the identification of deep learning tools like “tensorflow”, 

“keras”, “theano” and machine learning buzzwords like “spam filter”, “analysis and 

classification”, “fraud detection” in the resume. 

 

Naïve Bayes, Linear SVC and Bernoulli NB classified the resume into AI domain while 

Multinomial NB and Logistic Regression classified the resume to Distributed computing and 

Computer Architecture respectively.  
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. 

The X axis forms the domains in the initial training set, while the 

the main classifier across various domains. The profile is then

as classified by the classifier. 

 

Confidence for AI =  
������	��

)	��
	�*+,�

=  
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=   
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6.896
 

 

 = 0.590 

 

Confidence for Distributed Computing
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=    
3.3<

6.896
 

 

=    0.218 
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Figure 12: Output graph 

AI: Artificial Intelligence 

CA: Computer Architecture 

CG: Computer Graphics 

DB: Databases 

DC: Distributed Computing 

NW: Networks 

Web: Web Technologies 

axis forms the domains in the initial training set, while the Yaxis depicts the confidence of 

the main classifier across various domains. The profile is then allotted a project in the 
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Confidence for Computer Architecture = 
������	��	�� �!	���	@��B� ��	=�"D$ �" ���
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=
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=    
3.576

6.896
 

 

=    0.191 

 

The efficiency of the voting based classifier was 91.2%, predicting domains accurately for 2736 

out of the total 3000 resumes in the test set, while in 80% of such cases, the confidence of the 

model was above 0.7. The accuracy without the re-training was 84.2%. Hence, the re-training 

after topic modelling of the related topics returned from the REST API increased the efficiency of 

the classifier by 8.3%. 

Increase in efficiency after retraining=  
	����������	����	��������F	����������	,��	�	��������

����������	,��	�	��������
∗ 100		(3)       

= 
I3.7FJK.7	

JK.7
 * 100 

= 8.3% 

 

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

The results from the model are encouraging. The promise of a tool which can help the HR team in 

making better decisions relating to the project allotment of a new recruit is met by the 

classification model. The ensemble learning based voting classifier performs extremely well 

compared to the individual classifiers while predicting most of the instances of the test data. This 

is because of the fact that the confidence of the model while categorizing resumes is influenced 

by the majority of the votes cast by the individual classifiers rather than a single classifier. An 

increase in the efficiency of classifier is observed on retraining with the information returned 

from the association rule mining [11] of stack-overflow questions and answers dataset. The future 

scope of the project is to build an ensembling deep neural network model [13] in place of the 

ensemble learning based classifier. Data hungry deep learning models especially Generative 

Adversarial Networks [15], can harness the huge amounts of unstructured and structured data 

available in the organisation, thus increasing the efficiency of the resume classification. 
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